
SUBMISSION TO THE ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRY STANDING COM 

IN UIRY INTO THE KIMBERLEY ULTRAMARATHON FI 

1 INTRODUCTION 

My name is Kate Sanderson. I am a resident of Victoria. My contact details have 

been provided separately to the Committee. I was a competitor in the Racing the 

Planet (R TP) Kimberley Ultramarathon on 2 September 2011. I travelled to Western 

Australia to cmnpete in this event. I was severely burned when a fire engulfed me 

while I was in the Salerno Gorge. I have spent most of my life since then in hospital. 

I have been unable to work or to enjoy life. My life continues to revolve around 

medical treatment and procedures. I have experienced pain, the likes of which 

cannot adequately be described in words. I am left with extensive scarring to my 

body. Half of my left foot has been amputated. I have lost half of my right index 

finger and the rest of my fingers are clawed due to scarring. I have lost a large part 

of both earlobes. I have undergone so many surgical procedures that I have now lost 

count. There are 1nore to come. It is important to me and to my rehabilitation that I 

understand precisely what occurred that day and which has led to tny lifelong 

disabilities. 

2 DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANYING MY SUBMISSION 

KS 1 - My police statement. 

KS2 - R TP '~Meeting Instructions". 

KS3- RTP "Rules & Regulations". 

KS4- RTP "Waiver". 
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KS5- Copy RTP Facebook entry detailing competitor arrival times into Checkpoint 

2. 

KS6 - R TP Press Release dated 23 August 2011. 

KS7- RTP List of Competitors. 

KS8 - R TP Course Notes and Map. 

KS9 - Police Statement of Andrew Baker made on 17 September 2011. 

KS10- Statement of Facts from Mary Gadams ofRTP (undated). 

KS 11 - RTP Responses to Questions posed by the ABC. 

KS12- Response of Mary Gadams ofRTP to Media Commentary (undated). 

3 OTHER DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN MY SUBMISSION 

CGP -Police Statement of Carlos Garcia Prieto dated 4 September 2011. 

SF - Police Statement of Samantha Fanshawe dated 4 September 2011. 

RH1 -Police Statement ofRiitta Hanninen dated 5 September 2011. 

RH2 - Supplementary Statement of Riitta Hanninen dated 27 September 2011. 

EF- Police Statement ofEtnma Fergusson dated 5 September 2011. 

4 MY BACKGROUND, EXPERIENCE AND EXPECTATIONS OF RTP 

I have been competing in Ultramarathons since approximately 2004. 

Ultramarathons involve competitors having to cover distances greater than 42.2 km, 

being the distance of a marathon. Between 2004 and 2006, I competed in such 

events on a sporadic basis; however, from 2006 onwards I started entering events on 

a regular basis. I competed in approximately 6 events each year. All of the events 

that I had competed in were run in Australia. 
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It goes without saying that competitors in these events need to be very physically fit. 

A high level of fitness is required as these are endurance events. Finishing one of 

these events is an achievement in itself. The majority of people I know who enter 

Ultramarathons have a competitive nature. Many people find that significant 

satisfaction is obtained simply by challenging oneself rather than winning events. 

Nonetheless, everyone wants to do well. 

I had never considered the sport to be in any way dangerous. I had never 

contemplated the possibility that competing in an Ultramarathon could be a life

threatening activity. I understood that there were some risks associated with 

engaging in this sport. The sort of risks that I had considered included: 

(a) Exhaustion; 

(b) Hypothermia; 

(c) Heat stroke or dehydration; 

(d) Strains or sprains; 

(e) Broken bones caused by falls; 

(f) Cuts and bruises; 

(g) Insect stings; 

(h) Snake bites. 

I regarded myself as very physically fit and healthy. I had no underlying medical 

conditions that would render me susceptible to having a heart attack or any other 

serious medical event. 
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I had certainly never contemplated the possibility that I could be burned in a fire as a 

result of participating in such an event. 

Triathlons present even greater risks than Ultramarathons. In a triathlon, one needs 

to complete three legs, the swim, the ride and the run. Competing in such an event 

has the potential for drowning, falling from a bicycle at speed or being hit by a 

motor vehicle. None of these risks are present in Ultramarathons. 

Ultramarathons involve predominantly endurance walking, hiking and running. To 

me, these events were always about physical and mental endurance. I never 

contemplated the sport being a life-threatening activity or one which could result in 

any level of pennanent disability. 

Ultramarathon competitors are motivated by the mental and physical challenges of 

the sport. There is no doubt that the greater the physical and mental challenge posed 

by an event, the greater appeal the event has. 

In this context, I had become aware of the activities of Racing The Planet (RTP) 

over a period of about 2 years before the 2011 Kimberley Ultramarathon was run. 

I was attracted to the RTP event because it did involve greater physical and mental 

challenges than most other Ultramarathons. The idea of running through the 

outback of Australia was very appealing to me. However, I was a novice when it 

came to outback conditions. I possessed no special technical knowledge or expertise 

about running in the type of terrain chosen by R TP for the Kimberley event. I was 
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reassured, however, by KS3 -Article 3.3, which stipulated that whilst you were 

expected to possess outdoor survival skills such as familiarity with outdoor gear, 

back-packing and common-sense, you were not required to possess any technical 

navigational skills to take part in its events. 

I therefore relied upon the professional expertise of R TP as an organiser of Ultra 

marathons in some of the most challenging locations in the World, including the 

Gobi Desert, the Sahara Desert and even Antarctica. R TP has since claimed that it is 

the most professional organiser of events of this nature in the World. 

For my entry fee of $1,600.00, I expected that RTP would have very carefully 

planned the event. I expected that R TP would have taken all reasonable steps to 

ensure that the cotnpetitors and others involved in the running of the event would be 

safe and would not be exposed to risks, other than the sort of risks I have set out 

above. I also expected that R TP would have tried and tested communications 

equipment and a training regimen for staff and volunteers in the use of such 

equipment. I also expected RTP to have effective contingency plans in existence to 

cover any emergencies that might arise. My confidence that RTP would meet my 

expectations was increased when shortly before the race I received advice from 

RTP that the W.A. Government, through Tourism Western Australia, had joined 

forces with RTP to "Support the Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011"- KS 6. 

I assumed that the W .A. Government would not sponsor an event unless it was 

satisfied that the organisers were capable of running such an event in the most 

professional manner possible. I presumed that safety would be of paramount 
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importance as it was my understanding that the Government's sponsorship of the 

event was intended to internationally promote the Kimberley region and Western 

Australia generally as a great and safe place to visit. 

At no stage was I aware of safety issues that had previously arisen during other 

events organised by RTP. The R TP official Website did not, to the best of my 

recollection, contain any information about safety issues that had previously arisen 

in the 201 0 Ki1nberley event or during events held in other parts of the World. 

Similarly, references to the Kimberley Ultramarathon fire can no longer be found on 

the RTP official Website or on its Facebook site. They have been removed. I guess 

that having references to previous safety failures on the website would not be good 

for its business, however, such references would at least constitute relevant 

infonnation about risks. At the very least, such references would provide some 

balance to the claims of organisational expertise made by R TP. 

5 FIRST TERM OF REFERENCE 

Whether RTP took all reasonable steps to identify and reduce risks and maintain 

the safety of competitors, employees, contractors, spectators and volunteers in the 

preparation for and the running of the event and in responding to the fire and the 

injuries, including access to medical support and evacuations. 

To deal with this Term of Reference the Parliamentary committee needs to be aware 

of the cast of characters. They are: 
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1 Mary Gaddams- the Founder and CEO ofRTP. Before establishing 

R TP in 2002, Ms Gaddams had worked as an Investment Banker in the 

US and as a Global Strategist for the Samsung Group, based in Korea. 

She has a Master's Degree from the London Business School. She is a 

resident of Hong Kong. 

2 Samantha Fanshawe - R TP Event Director. She is a resident of Hong 

Kong. She has been employed by RTP since July 2008. 

3 Emma Fergusson - R TP Operations Manager. She is a resident of 

Hong Kong. She has been employed by RTP since 4 July 2011. 

4 Riitta Hanninen - R TP Event Manager. She is a resident of Hong 

Kong. 

5 Carlos Garcia Prieto- RTP Course Director. He is a resident of Italy. 

6 John Storey- Farmer of Kununurra, WA. His relationship with RTP 

is unclear. He is not named as an employee ofRTP in KS7. In KS10-

page 1, Ms Gaddams stated that "RTP worked with John Storey, a 

local farmer, who had been referred to RTP by WA Events Corp and 

a local logistics organiser". In FS - paragraph 28, Ms Fanshawe 

stated- "It had been arranged that John Storey would fly over course 

route prior to the start and ensure it looked safe to run the race". In 

RH - paragraph 23, Ms Hanninen makes a similar reference. In CGP -

paragraph 19, Mr Prieto states that- "I had arranged for John Storey 

to fly over the area and check the course and the progress of the 
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fire". In KS9 - page 4, Ms Gaddams states - "John Storey officially 

started the race at 8.30am". Apart from these references, a search on 

You Tube reveals a large number of videos showing John Storey, such 

videos having been posted by RTP. He clearly had a relationship with 

R TP that commenced before the 2010 Kimberley Ultramarathon was 

run and the relationship continued up· to the running of the 2011 

Kimberley Ultramarathon. I don't know whether that relationship was 

formalised in writing or of the precise nature of the relationship, other 

than it appears that he was a contractor of some sort. As he is not listed 

as a volunteer in K7- page 16, I presume that he was being paid for his 

services by RTP. 

7 Andrew Baker - Civil Engineer from Melbourne. Andrew is a close 

friend of mine with whom I travelled from Melbourne to Kununurra. 

He was a casual volunteer for R TP during the running of the Kimberley 

Ultramarathon. See- KS9 and cross-reference with KSl -pages 7 and 

8. 

8 Hal Benson of New South Wales. He is another friend of mine who 

was competing in the event. He was present at the fire, but was not 

burned. 

9 Turia Pitt of New South Wales - she was competing in the event and 

was present at the fire. She was severely burned. 

10 Michael Hull ofNew South Wales. He was competing in the event and 

was present at the fire. He was burned. 
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(b) Repeat of(a) on page 4 ofKS10. 

(c) "As set out in answer to question 4, when RTP became aware that a fire had 

passed onto the course of the Kimberley Ultramarathon, entered the Tier Range 

Gorge, and potentially trapped race participants, it took immediate steps to 

contact Emergency Services by satellite phone on 000 at 14:02:54" - KS 11 -

page 2. 

It is clear from the foregoing that RTP is claiming that before 1.00pm it had no knowledge 

that: 

* a fire was near the N orthem part of the Tier Range; 

*a fire was likely to cross the course; 

* that fire posed any risk to competitors. 

However, in my submission, a simple analysis of the facts disproves this claim. 

Andrew Baker in KS9- page 4, states: 

"Before the first competitor arrived the Media helicopter landed next to Checkpoint 2. I 

saw people get out of the helicopter who came over to us being the Checkpoint Officials 

and went straight over to Riitta and I overheard some of the conversation. I heard the 

people from the helicopter say to Riitta, "there's a bush fire ahead and it's expected to cross 

the track in about llh to 2 hours". Or words to that effect. I could see Riitta walking 

around making phone calls and we waited for the first competitors to arrive. As they 

arrived the helicopter took off and followed the first few competitors into the Gorge. I 

helped at the Checkpoint until Riitta wanted to go which was just after Kate (Competitor 

33) arrived at the Checkpoint. At this point it was 11.40am, I know this to be accurate as I 
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took a photo of her and the properties of that photo show it to be taken at 11.40am. I don't 

recall any further mentions of fires at Checkpoint 2". 

I refer to document KSS, being the official RTP Facebook print out. That document records 

the following: 

"Racing the Planet - the official page: 

Forty competitors started the Kimberley Ultra marathon 2011 at 8.30 this morning to the 

shot of a starting gun let off by John Story, music by a local band and a helicopter filming 

overhead. Four competitors have now passed through CP2, located 33.6km into the 

course: 

First- BOOTH, Oskar (1 0:32) 

Second -DUNN, Hylton (10:33) 

Third- RILEY, Phil (1 0.3 7) 

Fourth (first woman) -DUFFIELD, Katy (1 0.43)." 

See also KS3 - Article 15.1 - "Event Headquarters will keep the official time-clock for the 

event, beginning when each stage starts and stopping when each individual or team crosses 

the finishing line of each stage". 

The fact that the pilot had conveyed the information to R TP staff at Checkpoint 2 before 

10.30am is confirmed by CGP where on page 4- paragraphs 30-36, Carlos Garcia Prieto 

states that he received information about the fire from the Checkpoint captain (para 33), then 

left there and went back to the Gibb River Road before returning to the Checkpoint at about 
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11.00am (para 36). He clearly received the information from RTP staff at the Checkpoint 

(para 33) rather than directly from the pilot as suggested in paragraph 30. 

In RH, Ms Hanninen states: 

"Just before noon, I received a message from ?. I don't know her last name as she was 

working with the media team." (para 29). 

"She came to me and said she was advised that there was a fire and that it could be at 

Checkpoint 2 in about 2 hours." (para 30). 

Ms Hanninen is at best mistaken about this, or at worst, has not been truthful. 

There are numerous media reports of comments made by John Storey that at about 10.00am 

he was flying over the Tier Range and observed a fire heading in the direction of the course 

and that he tried to contact R TP staff on his UHF radio to warn them that the fire was going 

to cross the course in 1 Yz to 2 hours -i.e. sometime between 11.30am and 12.00noon. 

In a subsequent interview telecast on the 60 Minutes program, the following exchange took 

place between the reporter (Michael Usher) and Mr Storey: 

"MICHAEL USHER: 

JOHN: 

MICHAEL USHER: 

Now, you gave a warning didn't you? 

I did. 

Local farmer John Storey flew his Gyrocopter over the race 

trail at 10. OOam that morning and spotted the fire building. 

To him, the danger was obvious. 
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JOHN: 

MICHAEL USHER: 

JOHN: 
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"Horrified" is a good word. 

Cause you knew people were on the ground. 

You know, how do we warn them? How do we stop them? We 

couldn't get hold of them on the UHF that we normally use up 

here. Unbeknown to us, it was a different frequency they were 

using. 

John finally managed to deliver his warning on an aircraft 

frequency but for whatever reason, the race proceeded. 

Should the race have been cancelled as soon as you put that 

warning through do you think? 

Certainly stopped going in and they could have rerouted it. If 

the right messages and the right understanding had got there, 

yeh." 

It makes logical sense that if John Storey had seen the fire approaching the Tier Range at 

10.00am that the pilot who received his message on the aircraft frequency would have 

delivered it to Checkpoint 2 by 1 0.30am. 

I submit that RTP received the warning about the fire before the first cotnpetitor arrived at 

Checkpoint 2- see KS9, KS5 and CGP. 

I left Checkpoint 2 at about noon, being approximately 20 minutes after Andrew Baker took 

the photograph of me at Checkpoint 2- see KS9- page 4. 
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The warning given by John Storey was that the fire would either cross the course or reach 

Checkpoint 2 within 1 ~to 2 hours from 10.00am. 

At no time prior to or during the race was I given any warning whatsoever about fire. In 

particular, I was given no warning about fire whilst I was at Checkpoint 2. 

I, along with numerous other competitors, including all of those competitors who suffered 

bums, was permitted to be in the danger zone right at the time when John Storey had 

predicted that the fire would cross the course. 

These facts also raise a number of other questions about the manner in which R TP organised 

and managed the event. 

I will deal with these issues in the following order: 

• Communications 

• Knowledge of fires 

• Confusion about the John Storey warning 

• Cancellation of the Event 

• Emergency Response 

5B COMMUNICATIONS 

In document KS11 -page 6,.Mary Gaddams states: 

"Communications equipment RTP used during the Kimberley Ultramarathon was: 
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(a) Mobile phones and Blackberrys for areas close to Kununurra; 

(b) Short-wave radios for close communication around Checkpoint; and 

(c) Satellite phones and BGAN's (Satellite phones and remote Broadband Internet) 

for long distance communication and emergency calls. In addition, RTP had 

backup power supplies for all communications equipment. All communications 

equipment was tested, and indeed it was the satellite phones that we used to 

make the emergency calls during the fire" 

Contrary to the assertion that this equipment had been tested (and was presumably operable) 

are the following facts: 

(a) KS9- page 7, Andrew Baker, who was assisting Riitta Hanninen states: 

"The communications on race day in my opinion was poor in that I believe that 

Riitta had a Satellite phone, and she tried to use this a number of times. Whilst 

I was driving with her around I did not see the Satellite phone work well 

enough to provide communication from Riitta to any Checkpoint. When we 

were driving back to Checkpoint 2 from the Barrells, we met the Checkpoint 1 

car and Carlos' car driving out. It was decided with both of these that they 

would use Channell 0 on the CB 's in the cars to communicate. I don't know if 

this decision was made on the fly or if this was a backup plan. This seemed to 

work better, although communication from Checkpoint 3 to the Barrells still 

seemed to be dodgy at best". 

(b) In the 60 Minutes telecast, John Storey refers to using his UHF radio to try to 

contact Checkpoint 2, but ascertained that the R TP radios were set to a different 

frequency. This at least suggests that the training of support staff and contractors 

was sub standard, if it existed at all. It is notable, however, that when John Storey 
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flew over the course before he started the race, he reported to Carlos Garcia 

Prieto "that the course was all clear" - RH - para 23 and CGP where Carlos 

Garcia Prieto refers to speaking to John Storey on the radio- para 20. 

(c) In EF- para 22, Ms Fergusson states: 

"The SAT phone wasn't connecting very well and I only managed to get 

Checkpoint 5, and explained the nature of the emergency to them" 

Interestingly, Ms Hanninen, after the fire, had been able to communicate with the helicopter

RH- para 47. In para 48 she refers to volunteers in a 4WD having communications with the 

helicopter the whole time. 

It appears that the remote Broadband Internet referred to by Ms Gaddams was working, 

hence the Facebook entry of the first four competitors arriving at Checkpoint 2- KS5. 

In KS2 - page 14 reference IS made to "Emergency Contact During the Event". The 

following appears: 

"In case of an emergency during the event the Event Director can be contacted at 

emergency@racingtheplanet.conz. This email is checked every couple of hours both onsite 

at the course and also at our office - they will know the best way to contact the Event 

Director dependent upon which stage of the course we are at. It is not possible to get a 

phone number as there is not always phone reception". 
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Despite this information provided to competitors before the commencement of the event, 

KS3 -Article 10.2 states: 

"You are prohibited from using any personal video cameras during the events, whether as 

part of a cell-phone, small camera or other device. You are also prohibited from using 

wireless hand-held internet devices, mobile phones and devices capable of external 

transmission". 

This prohibition forms part of Article 10 of the Rules & Regulations titled "Image Rights, 

Media Content and Devices". 

On page 17 of that document under the "Penalty" provision, it is made clear that you can 

carry communication devices, but must not use them other than in the event of an emergency. 

Article 10.2 is misleading. 

I recently heard from Mr Scotty Connell of Kununurra that he was one of the locals who 

provided assistance to R TP before and during the event. He informed me that: 

• RTP officials had been supplied with Thuraya satellite phones by WA Tourism as 

part of the sponsorship deal; 

• R TP officials complained during the lead up to the Event that "this is one of the 

only places in the world where they don't have reception on their phones"; 

• RTP officials wouldn't hire Iridium phones because to do so would involve an 

additional cost; 

• He had been asked by one of the R TP media people after the fire to go back to the 

Gorge to retrieve a Go Pro (a small HD digital movie camera) that had been left 
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behind. He said that he was too exhausted to go back in and the media person 

went and retrieved it. He said that he notified the W A arson squad of this to 

ensure that the evidence on the Go Pro camera would be secured by the police. 

I believe that Mr Connell could provide valuable information about the manner in which the 

Event was planned and run by R TP. I also believe that R TP has the digital images/movie 

from the Go Pro camera that was in the Gorge. Those images/movies would also be 

potentially important. I understand that the Committee has already obtained the movie 

footage taken by the media production company from the helicopter. 

This also raises important questions relevant to Terms of Reference (b), (d) and (e) about the 

level of involvement that WA Tourism had in the actual organisation and running of the 

Event. If it is true that WA Tourism supplied the Thuraya satellite phones, then it clearly did 

tnore than simply fund the TV documentary and agree to pay the $100,000.00 to RTP. There 

must be an agreement between RTP and WA Tourism (or Eventscorp) and there must be a 

paper trail of e-mails between officials of both organisations concerning the sponsorship, the 

race and the aftermath. All of those e-mails should be in the possession of WA Tourism, 

Eventscorp and/or the office of Dr K. Hames. I submit that these documents would provide 

the Committee with considerable insight into the actual scope and nature of the sponsorship 

relationship between R TP and the W A Government. 

5C KNOWLEDGE OF FIRES 

RTP has claimed that it received no warnings about fires from anyone. 
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However, it is evident that R TP knew that there were fires burning on and near the course and 

that it possessed this knowledge before the race commenced. In this regard, I refer to KS9 

where on page 2, Andrew Baker states: 

"The organisers told competitors that the course would be marked with pink tape, and 

stressed the fact to follow the pink tape throughout the entire course. It was also 

mentioned that Carlos Garcia Prieto, the Course Director who was to be present was 

actually out remarking sections of the course where the pink ribbons were believed to have 

been destroyed by previous fires". 

Further, in CGP- paras 22-25, it is evident that Mr Carlos Garcia Prieto was aware of a fire 

on the course just before the race started. 

It would appear that R TP had no real awareness of the risk posed by fire. The following 

demonstrates this: 

• Statement CGP- para 39- "I immediately turned back towards Checkpoint 2 as I 

was concerned the fire would burn all the flags and the runners would get lost". 

• Statement RH- para 35- "My main concern with the fire was that it would burn 

the course markers and people would get lost". 

It is evident that even when faced with actual knowledge of fires, R TP was more concerned 

about the fires interfering with the running of the race rather than the safety of competitors. 

This supports the proposition that no general or specific warning was given to the competitors 
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about the risk of fire. At best for RTP, Ms Fanshawe in SF at paras 29-31 claims to have 

mentioned that there were some fires nearby, but "I did not talk a lot about this". 

If any specific warnings had been given to competitors, one would expect that in their 

statements, RTP staff would have referred to those warnings. In EF at para 8, Ms Fergusson 

states - "I don't recollect us discussing actions we should take in the event of a fire". This 

was at the staff and volunteer training session. 

5D CONFUSION ABOUT THE JOHN STOREY WARNING 

Media reports have suggested that the urgency and import of John Storey's warning was 

somehow diluted or muddled because it wasn't conveyed directly by him to RTP staff. 

However, I understand that when journalist Nathan Dyer was at Checkpoint 2, he also 

witnessed the Heliworks helicopter land and also saw and overheard the warning message 

being given to the RTP staff. I understand that Mr Dyer then witnessed an RTP official go to 

the Gorge and yell out to a photographer to get out of there as a fire was approaching. 

If this is correct, then it is clear that at least one R TP official discerned the urgency and 

importance of the warning message. It seems clear from CGP that Mr Garcia Prieto did not 

discern the importance, relevance or urgency of the warning. He assumed the warning was 

referring to the fire that he was already aware of on the Gibb River Road. If that is accurate, 

then his assumption proved a costly one to me and those other competitors who were burned. 

One would think that in all of the circumstances, the bare minimum response to such a 

warning would be to make some urgent enquiries, such as further attempts to raise Mr Storey 

on the UHF (which was apparently operating satisfactorily before the race started), or asking 

the Helicopter pilot to investigate from the air. I would think that the Heliworks Media Crew 
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would be able to cast light on both the John Storey warning and the subsequent R TP response 

to the warning. 

5E CANCELLATION OF THE EVENT 

KS3 -Article 7.6 reads as follows: 

"Racing the Planet reserves the right to: 

(a) Modify the event formats; 

(b) Change the dates of the event; or 

(c) Cancel the event. 

We will only exercise the rights set out in Article 7.6 above due to circumstances beyond 

our control (including, without limitation - war, riot, industrial dispute, terrorist activity 

and its consequences, changes in immigration or entry controls, natural or nuclear 

disaster, fire, epidemics or health risks, closed or congested airports, ports or stations, 

changes imposed by rescheduling or cancellation of transport by the transport supplier 

such as flights by airlines or main charters, the alteration of transport or transport types, 

adverse weather conditions (actual or threatened), and technical failure with transport". 

At least RTP in Article 7.6 recognised that fire could create a situation that might necessitate 

cancellation of an event. 

However, Article 7.8 states- "If we cancel the event in accordance with Rule 7.6(c) we will 

reimburse you the entry fee for the event in full". 
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Accordingly, cancellation of an event by RTP would necessarily come at a very significant 

financial cost to it. All of the revenue from entry fees would have to be refunded in full. 

Further, the event was being sponsored by the Government of Western Australia, through its 

company Eventscorp. I have no direct knowledge of the sponsorship arrangement, however, 

the Tourism Minister, Dr K D Hames stated in Parliament on 21 February 2012 that- "A 

component of those funds - $100,000.00 was for part of the administration, promotion and 

attraction of high quality people to the event. That component was to go to Racing the 

Planet so that it could run a successful event. We never paid those funds because, as 

members know, the event was cancelled because of the fire". 

I presume from this that the sponsorship agreement stipulated that in the event of the race 

being cancelled the $100,000.00 would not be paid. If this is correct, then there would have 

been an even greater financial disincentive for R TP to cancel the event. 

The race was eventually cancelled at around 5.00pm according to Samantha Fanshawe- SF

para 68. In KS9- page 7, Andrew Baker states- "I also found out that the race had been 

cancelled at 6. OOpm ". 

It is not clear to me who it was who actually made the decision to cancel the event, however, 

it is surprising that the event was not cancelled before 5.00pm, by which time the warning 

from John Storey was 6.5 hours old, competitors had suffered severe, life threatening bums 

and the injured had finally been evacuated after spending hours perched on a hillside in the 

blazing sun. 
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This raises questions about who had authority to cancel the event. 

In this regard, the fact that Mary Gaddams was competing in the event may have played an 

important part in the decision not to cancel it when the John Storey's warning had been given 

to the RTP staff at Checkpoint 2 at about 10.30 am. 

Ms Gaddams is the founder and presumably the owner of "Racing the Planet Limited". She is 

the heart and mind of the business. By all accounts, she is a successful entrepreneur and a 

formidable businesswoman. Given the financial and marketing ramifications for R TP of 

cancelling an event, it would be a brave employee who would make that call. Doubtless, the 

RTP staff would have all been aware that Ms Gaddams had not only secured a lucrative 

sponsorship deal with Eventscorp, but also that a documentary was being made of the event 

which would, according to document KS6 be '' ..... broadcast by some of the most prominent 

TV networks in Australia, Europe, Latin America, Asia and the Middle East". The RTP 

staff would all have known that much was riding on the completion of the event. 

Ms Gaddams, who was also competing in the event, would presumably have had the same 

communication difficulties experienced by all of the other competitors whilst on the course. 

What is not known is whether Ms Gaddams had been advised of the warning when she 

herself passed through Checkpoint 2. 

The decision not to cancel the event in the face of the John Storey warning was critical to the 

tragedy that followed. Did Mary Gaddams tnake that call when she went through Checkpoint 

2? 
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In any event, given what was at stake for R TP, in terms of money and the marketing 

opportunity associated with the making of the TV documentary, there would have been 

immense pressure on Ms Gaddams and her subordinates to keep the race going at any cost. It 

is hard to believe that any of the R TP staff would have made the decision to cancel the event 

without first clearing it with Ms Gaddams. The fact that it wasn't cancelled until at least 

5. OOpm supports this contention. 

Mary Gaddams herself was reportedly burned during the event. She arrived at Checkpoint 1 

just before I left it- KS1 -page 7. I didn't see her at all after that. She hadn't overtaken me 

between Checkpoint 1 and the Salerno Gorge. She certainly wasn't part of the group I was 

with in the Salerno Gorge when the fire came through and burned us. She appears to have 

been the only other race competitor to have been burned, who was not part of our group in 

the Salerno Gorge. Where was she when she was burned? How badly was she burned? Did 

she have to withdraw from the Event because of her bums, or did she continue on? What role 

did she play in the race continuing and in the emergency response? Where was she after the 

fire went through the Salerno Gorge? There are many unanswered questions about the role 

that Mary Gaddams played after the John Storey warning was given. 

SF EMERGENCY RESPONSE 

I believe that contrary to claims made by RTP, the fire came through the Salerno Gorge and 

burned me and the others sometime between 12.30 and 1.30pm. I certainly recall a helicopter 

and a gyrocopter flying over us some time after the fire, however, these couldn't land and 

flew away- KS 1 - page 12. Several hours later a helicopter turned up and managed to rescue 

us. 
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In KS 1 0 - page 5, Mary Gad dams states: 

"Racing the Planet called a second helicopter in from Heliworks, and the pilot, Paul 

Cripps, picked up two of the injured competitors, Turia Pitt and Kate Sanderson. They 

were flown to and checked in to the Kununurra Hospital at 5.46pm" 

Reading back from our arrival time at the hospital and assuming that it would take a 

helicopter about 20 minutes to fly from the Salerno Gorge to Kununurra, it seems likely that 

the helicopter would have arrived at the Salerno Gorge at around 5pm. The helicopter was 

only in the Gorge for long enough to load Turia and me into it. It couldn't land as such. It was 

perched on the hillside with its main rotor operating for stability. Allowing 20 minutes for it 

to fly to the Gorge, it seetns likely that it left its base in Kununurra sometime after 4.30pm. 

In KS10- page 3, Mary Gaddatns states: 

"As part of the WA Eventscorp 's sponsorship, a helicopter was chartered from Heliworks 

to provide transport for the media team. It was agreed with Heliworks prior to the race that 

this helicopter was designated as the first responder in the case of any emergency." 

Why then was a second helicopter from Heliworks required? Why couldn't the first 

helicopter do what the second helicopter did? Mary Gaddams claims that one of the R TP 

doctors on course was trained in helicopter rescue - KS 10 - page 3. If the first helicopter for 

any reason couldn't rescue us, why did it take so long for the second helicopter to be called 

in? I have heard a rumour that RTP had a second helicopter on standby prior to the start of 

the race, but then stood it down, presumably to save money. If this is true, it would go some 
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way to explaining the delay between the first helicopter flying over and the arrival of the 

second helicopter. 

The doctor who was dropped off by the first helicopter assessed Turia and me. It must have 

been obvious to that doctor that we were in a critical condition. The doctor inserted an IV 

drip into my arm. Otherwise, I was given no treatment that I can recall at the scene. I wasn't 

given any painkillers that I can recall. If I was, they were ineffective. 

We were perched on the hillside in the blazing sun for many hours after we were burned. To 

this day I am amazed that I survived. 

5G SUBMISSIONS 

I submit that: 

A The failure to advise me about John Storey's warning whilst I was at Checkpoint 

2 constituted a reckless disregard for my safety and the safety of the other 

competitors on the part ofRTP. 

B The failure to investigate the warning given by John Storey when R TP had at its 

disposal both the Gyrocopter of John Storey and the Heliworks Helicopter 

constituted a reckless disregard for the safety of me and the other competitors on 

the part ofRTP. 

C The decision not to re-route the event following receipt of John Storey's warning 

constituted a reckless disregard for my safety and the safety of the other 

competitors on the part ofRTP. 
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D The decision not to cancel the event following receipt of the warning from John 

Storey constituted a reckless disregard for my safety and the safety of the other 

competitors on the part ofRTP. 

E Knowing that its communication equipment was not functioning satisfactorily, 

R TP showed a reckless indifference to the safety of me and the other competitors 

by not taking immediate steps to suspend the event pending receipt of further 

information about the danger of a fire crossing the course between Checkpoints 2 

and3. 

F Knowing that the Thuraya satellite phones were not working properly during the 

week leading up to the start of the event, RTP's failure to replace those phones 

with more serviceable ones demonstrated a reckless indifference to the safety and 

welfare of the competitors. 

G R TP failed to have in place an effective evacuation procedure, as evidenced by the 

fact that it took approximately 4 hours for Turia and me to be airlifted to hospital. 

H R TP placed the pursuit of profits ahead of the safety and welfare of me and the 

other competitors and in doing so, was criminally negligent. 

6 THIRD TERM OF REFERENCE 

"Insurance and civil liabilities matters and the appropriateness of the Civil Liability Act 

2002 (Western Australia) provisions regarding liability of operators and organisation of 

recreational activities particularly of a high risk nature" 
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I was required by RTP, when entering the Event, to sign a waiver document- KS4. 

It is seemingly standard operating procedure for organisations providing recreational services 

that involve any degree of risk to require such documents to be signed. When I signed the 

waiver I had in mind the sort of risks that I have previously referred to on page 3 of my 

submission. I certainly hadn't considered that I could have been burned by a fire. 

Had I been warned that there was any risk of being burned in a fire, I would not have entered 

the Event. 

Furthermore, had I been warned at Checkpoint 2 that there was any risk of a fire crossing the 

course, I would not have continued on in the Event. 

The waiver, upon closer inspection, appears to provide RTP with an absolute protection 

against any claim whatsoever arising out of the Event; not just claims that arise out of 

obvious risks that people entering such an Event would or should be aware of. It seems that 

RTP won't take responsibility for any type of injury sustained by a competitor, even where 

the injuries resulted from what could be determined as criminal negligence on its part. 

Furthermore, under Section 5J of the Civil Liability Act 2002, RTP appears to secure an 

added level of protection from its waiver. Courts MUST give effect to waivers of the type 

used by RTP. Waivers can't be struck down in W.A. 

One wonders why R TP felt the need to take out any public liability Insurance at all. 

Presumably, R TP only had to pay a nominal premium. 
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The real question is- who actually required the waiver? Was it RTP itself, or RTP as a quasi 

agent of its insurer? Doubtless, RTP and the insurer, as profit making enterprises, were 

motivated to keep revenues high and overheads low to thereby make as much profit as 

possible. I have no complaint about this concept, except that there is no corresponding 

protection for people such as the competitors in this Event. There are no laws that I know of 

in W A that require any level of responsibility to be taken by organisers of Events such as this. 

The net effect of providing an absolute i1nmunity from civil accountability is the risk of an 

absolute abuse of that immunity by profit making corporations, which will place profits 

before everything else, if they can get away with it. And, R TP' s intention appears to be just 

that. It is a Hong Kong registered corporation. Its waiver stipulates that in the event of any 

dispute arising under the contract, the law of the British Virgin Islands will apply. Except in 

the case of gross negligence, it enjoys the benefit of S.5J of the Civil Liability Act 2002. 

The waiver purports to provide the same level of immunity to sponsors of the Event. So, if 

the W .A. Government were found to have been negligent, despite it being a sovereign State 

under the Constitution, it could seek to protect itself by hiding behind the laws of the British 

Virgin Islands! 

Did W A Tourism, as part of the sponsorship agreement with RTP, require the waiver used by 

RTP to include protection for the WA Government? This question is also relevant to Terms 

of Reference (b), (d) and (e). 

6A SUBMISSIONS 

A Instead of having a law (S.5J) that turbo charges waivers except where there is gross 
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negligence, the W A Government should pass a law that strikes down a waiver where 

the person seeking to rely upon it is guilty of gross negligence. It should be given 

retrospective effect to provide the competitors injured through the gross negligence 

of R TP with a civil remedy. Such a law would motivate providers of recreational 

services to focus on achieving the proper balance between profits and public safety. 

B That the W A Government should enact legislation to set minimum standards that 

should be met to secure the safety of members of the public and to have in place 

an Authority to develop and oversee safety standards, to audit compliance with 

those standards and to prosecute offenders. The standards would depend on the 

nature of the activity being engaged in. 

C In the alternative to B, the W A Government should amend its Coroners Act to 

extend the power of the Coroner to investigate fires as well as deaths, as is the case 

in Victoria, Tasmania, the ACT and the NT. 

Kate Sanderson 
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STATEMENT 

KATHERINE KAYE SANDERSON of the Alfred Hospital, Commercial Road, Prahran, 

Victoria, states: 

I make this statement at the request of Victoria Police. I understand that the West Australian 

Police asked the Victorian Police to obtain the statement. 

I was born on 23 August 197 5. 

I have always been a runner. I ran mainly for fitness. 

In 2004 I started entering and cotnpeting in ultra-marathon events. These are events covering 

distances of 50 kilometres or more. I was attracted to these very long distance races because 

of the mental challenge. I ran in these events on a sporadic basis up until about 2006, when I 

started to become more serious. 

In 2006 I started entering more events. I entered races all around Australia. I have never 

competed overseas. 

I was competing in about six events each year. I found that competing in these events was 

the best form of training. 

About two years ago I saw a magazine article about an event run by "Racing the Planet. I was 

immediately interested in what RTP was doing. RTP was known as a company that ran very 
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bladder to enable you to carry your water with you. Unfortunately, I no longer have the 

emails that I sent to R TP entering and paying for the event. 

It was made clear on the website that by 10 August 2011 competitors had to deliver to R TP a 

medical clearance from their doctor, a passport photograph and a completed "mandatory 

form". The mandatory form contained personal information including next of kin and other 

contact details. In addition, I printed out the waiver document off the RTP website. They 

also required the waiver to be completed and returned. I completed and returned the signed 

waiver to R TP at the same time as I emailed them the medical certificate, passport 

photograph and the mandatory form. I did that about a month before the race started -

certainly before the deadline cut-off of 10 August 2011. 

Hal also entered the event and I was regularly cotnmunicating with him about it. 

My friend Andrew Baker indicated that he would like to go over for the event, but not as a 

competitor. He wanted to accompany me and to have a bit of a holiday. Accordingly, we 

organised to add on a holiday after the completion of the event. It was agreed that Andrew, 

Hal and I would meet up at Perth Airport on Wednesday, 31 August 2011. We would then 

fly up to Kununurra. We organised to hire a car in Kununurra. 

We also organised accommodation in Kununurra for the nights of 31 August 2011 and 1 

September 2011 and at El Questro Station for three nights after the conclusion of the event. 

At that time the event was going to commence in Kununurra and finish at El Questro (Emma 

Gorge). About one week before the event was due to start, R TP reversed things so that the 
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event was then going to start at the El Questro Airstrip and finish in Kununurra. I am not 

sure why RTP did that. 

We had organised accommodation in Kununurra for the 31 August and 1 September 2011. 

The motel that we booked was located almost next door to the R TP race headquarters, which 

was located at the Kimberley Grande Hotel in Kununurra. 

After R TP advised us of the change to the start and finish lines, we decided that we would 

take the hire car from Kununurra to El Questro after we had finished the race. 

I had purchased all of my equipment for the race as specified in the R TP website before 

leaving Melbourne on 31 August 2011. Andrew and I flew to Perth where we met up with 

Hal Benson at the airport. We then flew to Kununurra. I recall that the flight took about four 

hours and we arrived in Kununurra at about 8. OOpm. We checked into the motel. 

Andrew had earlier contacted R TP to volunteer his services, however, by that stage they had 

all of the volunteers that they needed. Nonetheless, because he was accompanying me to the 

event, he was told that they would find something for him to do. 

We had arranged to go on an Ord River cruise on 1 September 2011, being the day before the 

race was due to commence. 

On the morning of Thursday, 1 September 2011, Andrew went off to a volunteer's training 

session with R TP at the Kimberley Grande Hotel. It was an all day training session, but 

because Andrew, Hal and I were going on the Ord River Cruise, he left the training early. 
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I recall that we spent the morning buying the food that we were supposed to have with us in 

our backpacks. We then went on the Ord River Cruise that afternoon. We arrived back in 

Kununurra late in the afternoon, but in time for event registration which was scheduled to 

take place at the Kimberley Grande Hotel at 7.00pm. 

We had to take our backpacks and all of our equipment and food to the registration so that it 

could be checked. Registration was followed by a briefing at 8.00pm. 

I attended the briefing along with Hal and Andrew. We received all of the standard warnings 

about it being a bush event. There were warnings about crocodiles, snakes and the like. 

There was a lot of emphasis placed on the need to be careful about dehydration. There was 

information provided about the route. One of the doctors also briefed us, particularly about 

dehydration. I can't recall there being any mention of fires. We were definitely not told that 

there had been bushfires burning in the area or that there was any particular fire risk. Had 

such a warning been given, my ears would have pricked up. In fact, if there had been 

information given to us that there were fires burning near the course and that there was any 

appreciable risk of those fires coming through the course, I would have withdrawn from the 

event. No infonnation or warnings were given about fires. 

On the morning of Friday, 2 September 2011 we had to meet at the Kimberley Grande Hotel 

where there was a large passenger bus organised to take us to the starting point of the race at 

the El Questro Airstrip. 
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I recall that we all met at the Kimberley Grande Hotel at around 6.30am. We then set off for 

El Questro in the bus. 

It was an uneventful bus trip to the airstrip. There was a lot of chit chat amongst competitors. 

Everyone was sizing everyone else up. I didn't notice any signs of fires on the way to the El 

Questro airstrip. 

We arrived at the airstrip at about 7 .45am and I recall seeing a media helicopter there. I also 

recall seeing a gyrocopter. I recall thinking to myself that the gyrocopter was a very flimsy 

looking contraption and that I wouldn't want to have to go up in such a thing. There was also 

a band at the airstrip. There was a banner marking the starting line. Someone made a speech 

and at about 8.30am the event then started. 

Three were 41 competitors. Everyone left at the same time. 

Amongst the materials that had been handed out to the competitors at registration was a map 

that showed the route. However, we were advised that the route itself was going to be fairly 

easy to follow because it was well marked with pink ribbon. 

The first stage went from the starting point at the airstrip for a distance of about 11 kilometres 

to Checkpoint 1. This section pretty much followed the main road. I recall that it was an 

extremely hot morning. The sun was blazing. There was no shade anywhere. With events 

such as this it normally takes you a few hours to get into the groove. Everyone struggles a bit 

at the start, until they find the right tempo for themselves. I recall that the helicopter kept 

making passes over us as we spread out along the road. The general mood was one of 
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excitement and people were waving at the helicopter as it went past. I recall falling over at 

one stage and feeling very embarrassed. I recall hoping that the film crew didn't film me 

falling over. 

About 1 hour 20 minutes after the start I arrived at Checkpoint 1. I would say that I was 

probably somewhere in the middle of the pack. Hal had fallen back. I was on my own when 

I got to the Checkpoint. I refilled my water bladder and bottles at that Checkpoint. I had 21!2 

litres in my backpack and I carried another 2, 500ml bottles attached to the front of my 

backpack. At the Checkpoint my in-time was recorded as was tny out-time. There would 

have been 6 or 7 people at the Checkpoint. The Checkpoint itself was a gazebo tent type 

structure designed to give some shade. The people at the Checkpoint were not all R TP 

personnel. I think there may have been some locals there as well. Just before I left that 

Checkpoint I heard people starting to cheer because Mary Gadams was approaching. She had 

also entered the race. 

I received no warnings or advice from anyone at Checkpoint 1 about the conditions on the 

route. I left Checkpoint 1 about 8 minutes after I arrived there. 

The sector between Checkpoint 1 and Checkpoint 2 comprised a distance of about 12 

kilometres. The route pretty much followed dirt roads and the odd bitumen road. It was all 

fairly flat and involved us having to run through sotne areas of grassland. Again, it remained 

very hot. There was no shade. It certainly wasn't a technically difficult section of the course. 

It took me about 1 hour 30 minutes to complete that sector. 

Once again, I was on my own when I got to Checkpoint 2. At that Checkpoint I saw that my 

friend Andrew Baker was there. He was with Riita Hanninen, who was one of the senior 
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people with RTP. Andrew had been given the job of accompanying Riita as her assistant. 

All the men were envious of Andrew because Riita is a beautiful Finnish woman. When I 

arrived at Checkpoint 2 there were some other competitors there. One of the competitors 

there was Turia Pitt. She arrived just before me. I recall speaking to Andrew. He offered 

words of encouragement. He also helped me fill my backpack water bladder. No-one 

mentioned anything at all about fires. I think I must have been affected by the heat during the 

second sector because when I sat down at Checkpoint 2 I felt dizzy and thought that I was 

going to faint. Because of this I decided that I would have a bit of a rest at Checkpoint 2, 

which I did. I remained there for about 30 minutes. During that half hour period nothing was 

said at all about any risks and certainly there was no mention at all about any fires. During 

that time I heard Riita say to Andrew that they had to go somewhere else and they then left. 

After I had been there for about 25 minutes Hal Benson arrived. His arrival spumed me on to 

resume racing. Turia Pitt left the Checkpoint about 1 0 minutes before I did. She had been 

chirpy, happy and talkative whilst she was at the Checkpoint. 

As I said earlier, Hal and I have had a friendly rivalry for quite some time. When he arrived 

at Checkpoint 2 I got the urge to start moving again because I didn't want to be beaten by 

him. Hal only spent a couple of minutes at the Checkpoint and he left when I did. He hardly 

had a break at all. I believe that he left with me because he saw an opportunity to perhaps 

beat me in the event. 

We had been told that the third sector, between Checkpoint 2 and Checkpoint 3, was a more 

technically difficult sector. We were told that we would have to go into a gorge and that it 

was very rocky. I think that the gorge was called Salerno Gorge. 
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Hal stayed with me as we moved along through Sector 3. It was quite difficult ground to 

traverse. There were lots of rocks. There was long grass growing around the rocks. There is 

no way that you could run. You had to walk and walk carefully. You had to keep a close eye 

on where you were placing your feet otherwise you would risk falling over and injuring 

yourself. 

We passed the waterfall located about 50 metres from Checkpoint 2 and kept walking. I 

guess we would have walked together like this for 2 to 3 kilometres. The gorge itself has a 

floor that would be about 3 0 to 40 metres wide. On the left hand side of the gorge was a cliff. 

On the right hand side was a hill. The whole area was grassy. There were rocks everywhere, 

many obscured by the grass. 

As Hal and I were walking along the floor of the gorge we saw a fire that I guess would have 

been approximately 200 to 300 metres ahead of us. It looked like the fire had come from the 

other end of the gorge. At that stage it didn't look dangerous, however, I could see a lot of 

smoke and flames and I could hear a slight roar from the fire. 

At that point Hal and I stopped. I took out my camera and took some photographs. I could 

see Turia Pitt up ahead. She would have been about 50 metres ahead of us. She had her head 

down which you needed to do to watch the ground so that you didn't trip over or stumble. 

She had an MP3 player and I presume that she had her earplugs in. There was also another 

competitor, a male, walking a bit further on ahead of Turia. I thought about yelling out to 

Turia as I realised that she probably hadn't noticed the fire because she wouldn't have been 

able to hear it due to her MP3 player or to see it because she was looking down. However, I 

realised quickly that there was no point because if she was listening to her MP3 she would be 
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unable to hear me. Even at that stage I didn't think there was any imminent danger. 

Nonetheless, it was clear that the fire was heading our way. I then observed the man who had 

been walking ahead of Turia. He was walking back towards us and in fact had overtaken 

Turia who was by then following him. Almost at the same time two other competitors 

arrived from behind us. I think that they were a father and son team. The six of us ended up 

together. There was a lot of discussion about what we should do. I recall that one of the 

people suggested that we walk towards the fire and head over towards the left near the cliff to 

go around it. I thought that was a stupid idea because if the wind changed we would be 

trapped. 

Our other option was to go to the right hand side and up the hill to an area of exposed rock. 

As the discussion continued the fire kept getting closer. I could hear the roar of the fire 

getting louder. I immediately said to the group that I was going. I headed off towards the hill 

on the right hand side with the intention of climbing up the hill to the exposed rocky area. 

The others followed me. It took about one minute to cover the ground to the base of the hill 

before we started climbing. By the time we got to the base of the hill the men had overtaken 

us. We climbed up and got to the rocky outcrop. I recall that one of the male competitors, 

who had an accent, pointed to a rock crevice and told Turia and I that we could have the 

"prime spot". He meant that we could huddle up in the rock crevice which would give us 

some protection from the flames when the fire went past. At the stage Turia was to the left of 

me. She started to cry. She said that she was really scared. I tried to reassure her. Everyone 

then seemed to take off up the hill, including Turia. I started off after them. I was the last to 

go. I kept climbing up, but I couldn't see the others ahead of me. I looked behind me and 

saw that the fire had reached the base of the hill and flames were starting to move quickly up 

through the grass on the hill. I had only travelled about 5 metres from the rocky outcrop 
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when I made this observation. I feared that if I kept going I would end up running just ahead 

of the fire and would be badly burned. I thought that the best thing to do was to go back to 

the rocky outcrop, which I did. I then huddled down in the rocky crevice. This was a crevice 

formed by two rocks forming a "V" shape. I got into the crevice as tightly as I could. By 

then I had put on a woollen long sleeved sweater that I had been carrying in my backpack. 

I was huddled in the crevice. I can recall the roar of the fire. I recall the incredible heat. I 

recall that the clothing on my right shoulder caught fire and when this happened I 

immediately stood up to try to put it out. When I stood up I seemed to be in the fire. I 

screamed. I remember feeling the flames and the intense pain. I had my hands up to my face 

and my eyes closed. I thought to myself- "this is what it's like to die in a fire". I tried to 

run. Every time I tried to run I stumbled and fell. Each time I fell I was falling onto hot 

embers. 

I was screaming. I recall hearing Turia screaming about 5 to 1 0 seconds after the fire got 1ne. 

At that stage I knew that the fire had also got Turia. 

After a while I recall standing there in disbelief that I was still alive. Pretty soon Hal came 

down from the hill. He was unhurt. He looked at me and didn't say anything. He just stared 

at me. It was then that I knew that I tnust have been very badly burned. He then said that he 

was so sorry for leaving me. I told him not to worry. 

Somehow, all six of us congregated in a flattish area. The six of us were there for more than 

three hours before we were finally rescued. I think that I must have blacked out a number of 
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times. My recollections of the events after the fire are hazy. I have some clear recollections 

of certain things and other things aren't so clear. 

At some stage other competitors arrived, however, I am not sure how long after the fire went 

through. I recall someone taking our names. I remember that at least one person went off for 

help. I recall there was a lot of discussion about what could be done. By that stage the fire 

was behind us and going back to Checkpoint 2, so sending someone back there wasn't an 

option. We didn't know what was on the other side of the hill or where the roads were. It 

would have taken ages to get to Checkpoint 3. We just hoped that someone would raise the 

alarm. 

I recall that the group found a flattish spot for Turia to lie on and they managed to get some 

cloth to shade her. 

The sun was still blazing down. It was still very hot. 

I recall seeing the fire going through the valley floor after it had burned us. I recall hearing 

the roar of it. 

I recall a helicopter flying over us. Initially, I thought that the helicopter was there to rescue 

us. However, it turned out to be the media helicopter. It couldn't land. After a while it flew 

away. This was a huge let down. However, I at least knew that we had been spotted. 

I remember the gyrocopter coming over us as well. 
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Eventually, I don't know how long after we were burned, one of the RTP doctors turned up. 

It was a lady doctor. She couldn't put an IV drip into Turia. She couldn't find a vein. She 

managed to put an IV drip into my arm. 

I wasn't given any pain relief throughout the time I spent on the hillside. Nor was Turia. The 

doctor stayed with us until we were finally rescued. 

A helicopter was eventually able to partially land on the side of the hill. I somehow managed 

to walk to the helicopter. Turia required assistance to walk to the helicopter. 

We were taken to the hospital at Kununurra. 

The whole time I was on the side of that hill I was in severe pain. I had no choice but to grit 

my teeth and bear it. I was also in the direct sun. The direct sun felt like it was burning my 

already burnt flesh. It was unbearable. The whole episode seemed to take an eternity. At 

times I thought that we would never be rescued. 

We also had limited water available to drink. 

I know that there were six of us there when the fire went through, but by the time we were 

rescued there were many more people at the scene. 

The helicopter ride to Kununurra was an ordeal. I had very bad bums on my buttocks and I 

had no choice but to sit down in the helicopter. When I was on the side of the hill I couldn't 
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really sit down because of my burned buttocks. Standing was also extremely difficult and I 

often felt very dizzy. I had to be assisted to stay upright on a number of occasions. I wasn't 

given any pain killing medication whilst at the scene or in the helicopter. 

When we got to the hospital at Kununurra there were people everywhere. I recall that the 

media was there. I must have then blacked out. 

I was put into an induced coma. I have been told that I was taken to the hospital in Darwin, 

where I remained for a period of time before being airlifted to The Alfred Hospital in 

Melbourne. 

I have no recollection of anything after being at the Kununurra Hospital for a period of about 

40 days. 

So far I have had at least 15 operations. 

The last two operations involved the partial amputation of my left foot. 

My left leg was so badly burned that it compromised the blood supply to my foot and as a 

result I developed dry gangrene, hence the need for the amputation. Both of my hands were 

extensively burned on both the front and back. The tip of my right index finger had to be 

amputated. The rest of the fingers on my hands are clawed. Both of my legs were 

extensively burned and I have required extensive skin grafting. I have lost bits of both of my 

ears. 
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My buttocks were extensively burned. 

Skin was harvested from my back, torso, legs and anywhere else that wasn't burned. This 

skin was then grafted onto my legs and other parts of my body. 

I have been in The Alfred Hospital since 4 September 2011. I have been hospitalised here for 

over 5 months. 

I am expecting to be discharged home for a short period of time in the near future. However, I 

have much more surgery to undergo. I will be readmitted to hospital to undergo elective 

surgery procedures. I will require a lot of continuing rehabilitation. My ongoing treatment 

and rehabilitation is likely to continue for a long time. 

I am left with extensive and unsightly scarring over most of my body. 

I have tried to maintain a positive attitude to my circumstances, but it has been difficult. I 

very much want to know what happened and why it happened. I need to fully understand how 

this occurred so that I can process it. I need this to enable me to adjust to my new life. I have 

heard so many different stories about how and why this happened. I need to know the truth. I 

feel that if R TP had been warned of the approaching bushfire more than 2 hours before we 

were burned and did nothing to advise us of the risk, then that demonstrates a reckless 

indifference to our safety and welfare. It worries me that if this could have been avoided, 

then without a full understanding of what occurred, history might repeat itself and I wouldn't 

want anyone else to go through what I have experienced. 
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I, Katherine Kaye Sanderson, hereby acknowledge that this statement is true and 

correct and I make it in the belief that a person making a false statement in the 

circumstances is liable to the penalties for perjury. 

~~/ ........................... ,,.....;. .......................... . 

(Katherine Kaye SANDERSON) 
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INTRODUCTION 

RacingThePianet is a unique category of rough-country footraces staged in remote, 

culturally rich or historically significant locations around the world. Racing self-supported in 

some of the most inhospitable climates and forbidding landscapes, competitors must carry 

all their own equipment and food, are provided only with drinking water and, when 

necessary, a place in a tent at night to rest. RacingThePianet currently includes the world

renowned 4 Deserts, a 250 kilometer I 150 mile, multi-day race series comprising of the 

Gobi March in China, the Atacama Crossing in Chile, the Sahara Race in Egypt and The 

Last Desert in Antarctica, plus an annual "roving" event of the same format, 

RacingThePianet, staged in a new location each year and a 100 kilometer single-stage, 

self-supported, rough-country ultramarathons called RacingThePianet 100. 

The first RacingThePianet 100 event was the Taklamakan Ultramarathon in China's 

Xinjiang province in 2010. The Kimberley Ultra marathon is the second RacingThePianet 

100 event. As with the 4 Desert events, competitors must carry all their own equipment 

and food, are only provided with water but are supported by professional medical and 

operations teams. It sees participants compete in some of the most remote, least explored 

and unique places on Earth. Each RacingThePianet 100 event takes competitors through 

a variety of terrains, and geographies, bringing them into contact with local communities 

and historical landmarks. 

Open to both teams and individuals, the distance of 1 00 kilometers is raced non-stop in a 

single stage but includes a generous cut-off time of 48 hours. 

This document provides meeting place details and other information specifically for the 

Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 in Western Australia. 
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LOCATION 

Map 
Kununurra, Australia 

. The Ki_mberley Region of 
Western·Australia 
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Western Australia 

Western Australia is one of the oldest lands on Earth, and boasts an indigenous history 

that dates back more than 40,000 years. 

Australian Aboriginals were the original inhabitants of Australia. They lived a nomadic 

existence, moving within fairly well defined geographic regions, as they followed the 

seasons and food sources. 

Indigenous Australians survived in harsh climatic and environmental conditions, which 

ranged from cold temperate to hot tropical, coping with arid conditions and torrential rains. 

They have dwelled for many thousands of years in ways that sustained their societies 

while conserving resources, protecting fragile soils and leaving a light footprint on the 

environment. 

European explorers arrived much later, and while it is widely believed that Portuguese 

sailors plied the waters off Western Australian as early as the 1500's, the first recorded 

European visitors were the Dutch in the 1600's. 

Many of these visitors were sailors, employed by the Dutch East India Company, who 

regularly used the strong westerly winds to power their boats across the Indian Ocean to 

Dutch-colonised Indonesian ports, such as Batavia (now Jakarta). 

European settlement did not officially take root in Western Australia until 1826, when the 

southern port of Albany was settled as a military outpost. However, the colonial 

headquarters were moved to Perth. 

Western Australia's history is unusual, in that it was one of the few Australian states that 

was not settled as a penal colony - and this is reflected in the free and spirited nature of its 

people. 

The first major population surge came in the 1890's with the discovery of gold in the 

central and southern Outback. The ensuing goldrush saw a massive influx of people from 

Australia and around the world, all keen to scour the rich gold-bearing soils of the central 

goldfields. 
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The Journey to Present Day 

On 1 January 1901, Western Australia joined the other Australian states to form a 

federation, headed by a federal government and supported by individual State 

governments. 

Western Australia's location entrusted it with vital strategic importance during the two 

World Wars, and many towns and cities, such as Broome, in the north are steeped in 

wartime history. Long abandoned bunkers and dusty airstrips - once used by fighters and 

bombers- can still be explored today. 

Following the war, the north enjoyed enormous growth through a booming cattle trade and 

an emerging, and highly secretive, pearling industry near Broome. The south blossomed 

with a strong agricultural sector and whaling. 

Further oil and gas discoveries, as well as the world's largest iron ore deposits, saw the 

State's North West undergo a population explosion throughout the 1970's, which 

continues to this day. 

In more recent times, Western Australia is again enjoying another population boom, as 

more and more people are attracted to the State for its exceptional climate, buoyant 

economy and relaxed lifestyle which makes Western Australia one of the fastest growing 

regions in the country. 
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Kununurra (Host City) 

Kununurra is a town in far northern western Australia located at the eastern side of The 

Kimberley Region approximately 37 kilometers I 23 miles from the Northern Territory 

border. With 3, 7 48 inhabitants, many of whom are Indigenous Australians, it is the largest 

town in Western Australia north of Broome. It is 3,040 

kilometers I 1 ,889 miles from Perth by road. 

Kununurra comes from the English pronunciation of 

Gunanurang in the Miriwoong language meaning "Big River". 

The town is located close to the confluence of the Ord and 

the Dunham River. Lake Argyle, Australia's largest artificial 

lake, more than 100 square kilometers I 39 square miles in 

size, is 72 kilometers I 44 miles from the town. The town is relatively new and was 

gazetted in the late 1950's, at the time that the Ord River Irrigation scheme was initiated. 

The Kimberley 

Almost as large as the State of California and three times the size of England, The 

Kimberley in Western Australia is a very remote region in the far north-western corner of 

the country. The Kimberley has largely remained untouched by the passage of time and 

comprises of huge expanses of pristine wilderness. 

Wild and untouched, rugged and beautiful, The Kimberley covers an area of 424,517 

square kilometers I 163,907 square miles with only one sealed road running through it as 

its single point of entry and exit. 

There is an inward sweep of modern technology and infrastructure encroaching into The 

Kimberley Region, and the trappings of a flourishing economy are evermore evident. An 

estimated 38,000 people populate this region, and the growth rate is as high as 2.5% and 

still projected to increase. The median age of this population is only 28 years, compared to 

34 years in the rest of Western Australia. 

The area is teeming with wildlife and species of plant life that are truly unique to Australia. 

Goannas, monitor lizards, dingos, echidnas, kangaroos and wallabies are just a few of the 
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specimens one may sight when exploring the region. Although, beware of the many 

different species of deadly snakes that can be found in The Kimberley as well. 

Canyons, gorges, waterfalls, rainforest, rough-country and cave systems make the terrain 

of The Kimberley region varied, rugged and exciting to discover. 

During the Green Season or "The Wet" from November to March temperatures may reach 

as high as 40°C I 104°F. Although a truly dramatic time of year the most popular season 

to visit The Kimberley is during the cloudless months of April through October. During 

"The Dry", temperatures reach a high of 20°C I 68°F and a low of 30°C I 86°F with cool 

evenings yet warm enough to sleep under the stars. 

El Questro (Finish Line) 

One of the world's last unspoiled frontiers, El Questro is an ancient land with a rich culture 

and history. Rugged ranges and tidal flats define the landscape of this area on the 

eastern perimeter of The Kimberley region. 

Animal, bird and fish life congregate on the rivers and waterholes - El Questro boasts four 

major river systems -from fresh water springs to the lazy salt-water estuaries in the north. 

About a million acres in size, El Questro contains ravines and gorges or travel down the 

waters by boat. Complex Aboriginal Wanjina figures painted in ochre adorn stretches of 

raw escarpment, as do the even more enigmatic "Bradshaw" figures that predate the 

Wanjinas by some 17,000 years, both intrigue historians and academics alike. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Flights 

Competitors must arrive at Kununurra by Friday. 2 September 2011 at 9 am. 

To get to Kununurra you will need to fly into Darwin or Perth to get a connecting flight to 

Kununurra. Regular flights are available from all major Australian capital cities to 

Kununurra via Perth or Darwin. The following airlines provide flights into Kununurra: 

Qantas: www.qantas.com.au 

Air North: www.airnorth.com.au 

Skywest: www.skvwest.com.au 

Airport Transfer 

As competitors will be arriving at different times and dates, you should arrange for your 

own transport from the Kununurra Airport. Taxis are available at the airport and the 

average cost will be AUD15- AUD20 (USD12- USD16). However, many hotels offer free 

airport transfers -- please email the hotel you choose to stay in with your arrival details. 

Meeting Time and Place 

All competitors must meet in Kununurra, Australia by 9:00 am on Friday, 2 September 

2011. The exact meeting place will be announced closer to the event. We recommend you 

to arrive by Thursday, 1 September to be ready for the early start. 

Competitor check-in for the event will take place at the start line upon your arrival 

(approximately from 9.00 am - 11.00 am). Your equipment will be checked and you will 

also sign a liability waiver, intellectual property waiver and have a medical check. A 

competitor briefing takes place at 11:00 am and the race will start immediately after the 

briefing at 12 noon. 

Hotel Options: 

Accommodation is not included in the entry fee. Please see the list below for 

accommodation recommendations in Kununurra and El Questro. 
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The Kimberley Grande Hotel 

20 Victoria Highway 

Kununurra, Western Australia 67 43 

T: +61 (08) 9166 5600 

F: +61 (08) 9169 1172 

E : stav@pinctada.com.au 

www.thekimberleyqrande.eom.au/ 

Emma Gorge 

El Questro Wilderness Park 

George Street, Gibb River Road 

Western Australia 2000 

T: 61 8 9169 1777 

F: 61 8 9169 1381 

E: elquestro@dncinc.com 

www.elquestro.eom.au/emmaqorqe 

Kununurra Country Club Resort 

4 7 Coolibah Drive 

Kununurra, Western Australia 67 43 

T: +08 9168 1 024 

F: +61 8 9168 1189 

E: countryclub@aspenparks.com.au 

www.kununurracountryclub.com.au 
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Itinerary 

An itinerary for the Kimberley Ultra marathon 2011 is below: 

Airport: 

Meeting Time and Place: 

Thursday, 1 September 2011 

Friday, 2 September 2011 

Saturday, 3 September 2011 

Sunday, 4 September 2011 

• Kununurra Airport (the airport is 5 kilometers I 3 miles from 
the town centre) 

• Friday, 2 September in Kununurra (9am) 

• Volunteers arrive at the Kimberley Grande Hotel in 
Kununrra (morning) 

• Volunteer training at the Kimberley Grande Hotel (11am-
9pm) 

• Competitors meet in Kununurra (9am) 
• Competitor check-in at start line (9am - 11 am) 
• Competitor briefing (11am- 11 :45am) 
• Start of event ( 12 noon) 

• There is a 48-hour time limit for completing the course 

• Last competitor crosses the finish line (12 noon) 

* Note that all times are approximate and may change. 

Equipment 

All competitors are required to carry the mandatory equipment items; competitors can 

carry additional items but cannot carry less. The full equipment list is available on the 

competitor-only section of the website. Small changes may be made until the final 

equipment list is posted about two months prior to the event. 

There is a separate list of mandatory equipment that volunteers and members of the 

media and medical team must bring. 

Official Rules and Regulations I Terms and Conditions 

It is essential that you read the Official Rules and Regulations prior to the event. This will 

ensure you are aware of what you can and cannot do and will therefore prevent any 

misunderstanding which could lead to time penalties or the disqualification of a competitor. 
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The Official Rules and Regulations can be found on our website and in the competitor

only area. 

Note that RacingThePianet is a self-supported race and therefore it is against the rules to 

accept, swap or buy food and other outside assistance. 

Mandatory Paperwork 

All competitors must email the mandatory form and a copy of the photo-page of their 

passport to info@racingtheplanet.com before the event. The mandatory form can be found 

in the competitor-only area of the Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 website - it includes 

emergency contact and medical information. If this is not received prior to the event you 

will not be allowed to start. 

Withdrawing from the Race 

A competitor must not leave the event without telling the event director and signing a 

release form. If a competitor withdraws from the event he or she must wait at the 

checkpoint until transfer to the finish line has been arranged. Please note that competitors 

racing in the event take priority and that a competitor who has withdrawn may have to wait 

for transport off the course (other than in an emergency situation). Any additional transfer 

or hotel costs are to be paid by the competitor directly. 

Weather 

East Kimberley Climate -Average Temperature and Rainfall 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

M co 36.4 35.5 35.3 35.5 32.9 30.5 30.2 33.6 36.4 38.3 38.8 38.0 
ax Fo (97.5) (95.9) (95.5) (95.6) (91.2) (86.9) (86.4) (92.5) (97.5) (1 00.9) (1 01.8) (1 00.4) 

Min 
co 25.1 24.9 24.1 21.3 19.1 15.9 15.0 17.5 20.8 23.7 25.4 25.0 
F0 {77.2) {76.8) {75.4) {70.3) {66.4) (60.6) (59) (63.5) (69.4) (74.7) (77.8) (77) 

R . MM 196 213 140 21.2 10.0 1.3 3.9 0.1 
aln IN (7.7) (8.4) (5.5) (.83) (.39) (.05) (.15) (0) 

2.8 25.5 70.9 105 
(.11) (1.0) (2.79) (4.13) 

During the Kimberley Ultramarathon you can expect daytime temperatures to be around 
36°C I 97°F and at night to be around 21 oc I 70°F. 

Sunrise will be at 7 am and sunset at 7 pm. 
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Insurance 

We advise competitors to have their own insurance, including hospitalization, in case of an 

emergency. RacingThePianet has a fully qualified and experienced medical team 

consisting of international medical doctors and nurses. We also provide emergency 

coverage through an insurance policy for the duration of the event. 

Luggage 

You will be able to leave luggage (one bag only), that you will not be using during the 

event, at the competitor check-in. This will be returned to you following the conclusion of 

the race. 

Finish line 

Competitors will receive a medal upon a successful completion of the race. The race will 

officially finish at 12 noon on Sunday, 4 September. Bus transfer back to Kununurra and to 

El Questro will be provided after the race. Please note that transportation may not be 

available immediately. Shuttle bus times will be provided at the finish line. 

MULTIMEDIA 

Media 

We will have a number of journalists at the event, some for the entire duration and others 

just at the beginning and/or end of the event. In addition, a media team will focus on the 

Racing The Planet 100 website. 

Photos of the Event 

The official photos will be available for sale through RacingThePianet's The Outdoor Store 

(www.racingtheplanet.com/store). You can order a copy in advance or for up to one month 

after the event. 

Website Coverage 

There will be some website coverage during the event including results, breaking news 

and photos. 
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POINT OF CONTACT 

General Enquiries 

For further information or to answer any questions you may have, please contact Riitta 

Hanninen at rhanninen@racinqtheplanet.com. 

Emergency Contact during the Event 

In case of an emergency during the event the event director can be contacted at 

emerqency@racingtheplanet.com. This email is checked every couple of hours both on 

site at the course and also at our office - they will know the best way to contact the event 

director dependent on which stage of the course we are at. It is not possible to give a 

phone number as there is not always phone reception. 

OTHER INFORMATION 

Visas 

Other than Australian or New Zealand citizens almost all countries require a visa in 

advance to enter Australia. For information on the visa rules for your nationality please 

contact your nearest Australian Embassy or Consulate or see the following website for 

information: http://www.wordtravels.com/Travelguide/Countries/AustraliaNisa 

Vaccinations 

You should always stay current on your vaccinations. Please see the following website for 

advice on vaccinations for Australia: http://wwwn.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/australia.aspx 

Electrical Outlets 

The domestic mains power supply in Australia is 240V AC, 50Hz. Standard 3-pin earthed 

power outlets are rated at 1 OAmps and are usually switched. The 3-flat-pin plug is used in 

all states of Australia (including its external territories), New Zealand, Papua New Guinea 

and the Solomon Islands . 

• 
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Language 

The official language in Australia is English. This is also the official language of the event. 

Money 

The currency in all of Australia is the Australian dollar (AUD I $). ATM's are available in 

Kununurra. Credit cards are also widely accepted in Kununurra. 

USEFUL INFORMATION ON KUNUNURRA 

Kununurra Visitor Centre has an excellent source of information on Kununurra and the 

surrounding area. Their website that has good information: 

Email: kununurratb@bigpond.com 

Website: www.kununurratourism.com 

Telephone: +61 11 61 8 9168 1177 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1. ARTICLE 1: BACKGROUND 

1.1 RacingThePianet Events Limited ("RacingThePianet") organises and operates a 
unique category of rough country footracing events. Each event takes place over 
either seven days spanning some 250 kilometres I 155 miles or over 48 hours 
spanning some 1 00 kilometres I 60 miles. Both event distances take place in remote 
and culturally rich locations around the world. 

1.2 Events typically involve competitors from over 30 different countries, and give 
participants the opportunity to meet fellow competitors from around the world. 

1.3 RacingThePianet organises and operates the 4 Deserts, a series of footraces that 
encompass (1) the Gobi Desert in China (the "Gobi March"), (2) the Atacama Desert 
in Chile (the "Atacama Crossing"), (3) the Sahara Desert in Egypt (the "Sahara Race") 
and (4) Antarctica ("The Last Desert"), together with a fifth event which takes place at 
a different location each year. The locations represent the driest, hottest, coldest and 
windiest places on Earth. There is also a "RacingThePianet 1 00" series (together, 
the "Events" and individually, an "Event"). 

1.4 Subject to the Conditions of Entry set out in Article 3, anyone over the age of 21 years 
of age can compete in the Events, with the exception of The Last Desert, which 
imposes, as a prerequisite, the successful completion of at least two of the Gobi 
March, the Atacama Crossing or the Sahara Race. Individuals and teams that 
complete all the 4 Deserts events become a member of the exclusive 4 Deserts Club. 
RacingThePianet 1 00 events do not count towards qualification for The Last Desert. 

1.5 The concept of the Events is simple: individuals and teams leave the starting line and 
"navigate" through a number of checkpoints to the finishing line of each stage, or the 
only stage, of an Event as quickly as they can. Competitors must provide and carry 
on their person all their own food, gear and clothing, and will be provided with a ration 
of water and, for the multi-stage Events, a place in a tent at night. Competitors will be 
supported by professional medical and operations teams. Otherwise, no outside 
assistance is permitted. For a team to be officially ranked, all team members must 
cross the finish line together. Individuals can finish at any time before the 
predetermined cut-off time. If any team or individual does not finish before a 
pre-determined cut-off time, then that team or individual cannot receive a medal. 

2. ARTICLE 2: RULES AND REGULATIONS 

2.1 These Rules and Regulations also form the Terms and Conditions. They govern 
entry into any or all of the following Events organised by RacingThePianet, as the 
case may be: 

(a) the Gobi March; 

(b) the Atacama Crossing; 

(c) the Sahara Race; 

(d) The Last Desert; 
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(e) the fifth event, which is held at a different location each year; and 

(f) RacingThePianet 1 00 Events 

2.2 You must read these Rules and Regulations carefully prior to registering for an Event. 
You may only register and enter the Event if you have read, understood and agreed 
with these Rules and Regulations. These Rules and Regulations represent a legally 
binding agreement between you and RacingThePianet Events Limited, (referred to in 
these Rules and Regulations variously as "RacingThePianet", "we", "us", and 
"our"). 

2.3 Every competitor must sign a copy of these Rules and Regulations, together with the 
Liability Waiver and Image I Intellectual Property Release before being allowed to 
compete in any of the Events. In addition, every competitor must sign all of the 
Mandatory Forms, as specified by RacingThePianet, and provide all required 
information, including but not limited to, the competitor's emergency contact 
information and medical information. 

2.4 RacingThePianet and our designated Event organisers ("Event Organisers") have 
complete discretion in applying these Rules and Regulations. These Rules and 
Regulations may be modified by RacingThePianet at any time without notice. The 
revised Rules and Regulations will be posted on RacingThePianet's website 
http://events.4deserts.com (the "Website") as soon as reasonably practicable. The 
Rules and Regulations will be posted together with a list of time penalties that can be 
imposed and amended from time to time. Competitors will be solely responsible for 
familiarising themselves with the most up to date version of these Rules and 
Regulations of the Events at any given time. 

3. ARTICLE 3: CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 

3.1 RacingThePianet reserves the right, in its sole discretion and at any time, to refuse to 
allow you to enter into or participate in an Event, or to withdraw or cancel your offer of 
a place in an Event from you. RacingThePianet is under no obligation to provide you 
with any reason whatsoever for such refusal or withdrawal. RacingThePianet may 
also (but is under no obligation to) offer you a place in another Event in 
circumstances where entry into or participation in an Event has been refused. 

3.2 You must be 21 years of age or older by the Event start date to compete in an Event. 
You may request special permission to compete in an Event if you are under the age 
of 21. All requests will be assessed on an individual basis and the decision of 
RacingThePianet in this regard is final and binding. 

3.3 You acknowledge and agree that the Events take part in remote parts of the world, 
where everyday facilities and comforts to which you may be accustomed are unlikely 
to be available. You are expected to possess outdoor survival skills such as 
familiarity with outdoor gear, backpacking and common sense. You are not required 
to possess any technical navigational skills to take part in the Events. 

3.4 You acknowledge and agree that competing in the Events will be physically 
demanding, and that you are aware of the nature of the Events and that there are 
medical and physical risks associated with the Events. You are solely responsible for 
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your own training and preparation for the Events. By applying to compete in an Event, 
you warrant that you are physically capable of competing in the Event and agree that 
(subject to Article 8 below) RacingThePianet, its officers, employees, agents, 
affiliates, sponsors and/or medical advisers are not responsible or liable in the event 
of your death, or for any injury or illness that you may suffer as a result of or in 
connection with your competing in the Event. 

3.5 You acknowledge and agree that you are responsible for obtaining and taking all 
necessary inoculations and medications (and have taken them in accordance with 
your doctor's instructions) relevant to the country in which the Event is held (the 
"Host Country"). You also acknowledge that it is your sole responsibility to carry 
your personal medications with you throughout the Event. RacingThePianet's 
medical support staff will not be able to, nor will it be liable for failing to, supply 
personal medication during an Event should a competitor fail to carry his or her own. 

3.6 You acknowledge and agree that endurance racing of the kind contemplated by the 
Events entails the real risk of serious injury or even death from various causes 
including equipment failure, dehydration, fatigue, collisions or incidents involving 
other competitors, spectators, other road users and/or vehicles, aspects of the 
course or bad weather conditions and other causes. 

3.7 You agree to inform RacingThePianet on application of any preexisting illness from 
which you suffer that may affect your performance of an Event or for which medical 
treatment may be needed. In addition, you agree to inform RacingThePianet, both on 
application and thereafter, as the need arises, of all medications that you are 
currently taking or will be taking while you are participating in any Event. 

3.8 RacingThePianet will provide professional medical support to competitors 
throughout the duration of the Events. You give permission to medical support staff 
to make decisions concerning medical care and treatment, and where necessary to 
authorise such care and treatment in emergency situations. You understand that 
Event staff will make every reasonable effort, in the circumstances, to reach your 
emergency contact (if you have supplied one to us prior to the Event) regarding your 
medical status in the event an emergency arises. 

3.9 You acknowledge that the Event operates in very remote areas of the Host Country 
which may not be supported by local hospitals, and that transportation to the nearest 
hospital may take several hours or longer. You further acknowledge that the course 
may pass through terrain such as sand dunes and canyons where emergency 
evacuation may be seriously delayed or in some cases not available. 

3.1 0 RacingThePianet and its Event Organisers reserve the right, with or without 
consultation of a doctor, to stop and use such force as is necessary to restrain you 
from starting or continuing an Event. 

3.11 By agreeing to these Rules and Regulations and applying to compete in an Event, 
you affirm that you have the understanding and mental capacity to communicate 
health care directives for yourself and that you are fully informed and understand the 
full import of the consents given by you to medical support staff in this regard. 

4. ARTICLE 4: CODE OF CONDUCT 
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4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

5. 

5.1 

RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The interpretation of these Rules and Regulations will be governed by this guiding 
principle: Any action of a team or individual which results in either an unfair 
advantage to the acting parties or in an unfair disadvantage to another team or 
individual will result in a penalty against the team or individual involved in the 
action. 

You must immediately and respectfully comply with any direction or decision of the 
Event Organisers and the medical support staff. Any failure to do so may result in the 
disqualification of you and, if you are competing as part of your team, your whole 
team. 

You must, at all times throughout the Event in which you are competing, abide by the 
Host Country, and behave in a respectful and considerate manner to local people, 
and to other people involved in the Event (including fellow competitors, Event 
Organisers and medical support staff). 

You are solely responsible for your own conduct and behaviour, as well as for your 
own knowledge of and compliance with all applicable laws and regulations of the 
states or countries in which the Events are held. Neither RacingThePianet nor our 
designated Event Organisers will be responsible for your conduct or behaviour, 
compliance (or non-compliance) with, any of the laws or regulations of the states or 
countries in which the Events take place. 

Your behaviour throughout the Event must not prejudice the progress of the Event, or 
the safety or wellbeing of any other person involved in the Event (including fellow 
competitors, Event Organisers and the medical support staff). 

ARTICLE 5: ENVIRONMENTAL RULES 

The Events take place in some of the most remote and pristine areas of the world. It 
is therefore imperative that competitors leave no trace. The Rules of this minimum 
impact policy apply to everyone associated with the Event, including competitors, 
staff, volunteers, film crews, press and sponsors. 

Litter 
5.2 Absolutely no litter of any kind, including for example water bottles, caps from water 

bottles, energy bar wrappers or toilet paper shall be left on the course or in the tents 
provided. If you are found to have littered the course you will be heavily penalized or 
disqualified. All litter is to be carried to the closest transition or checkpoint for 
disposal. 

Tread Lightly 
5.3 If you encounter plant foliage, do not step on it. Do not pick flowers, cut walking sticks 

from or otherwise damage the vegetation. Do not light any fires along the course 
(camp fires will be provided in the campsites). If there are unique rock formations, do 
not touch, disturb or deface the rocks. If you encounter any unique rocks, ancient 
ruins or fossils, do not remove them from their location. 

Campsites 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Where the event involves a campsite, basic camping techniques shall be employed. 
Leave no trace at your campsite. No chairs or other furniture around the campfire 
may be taken into or around the tents provided. You must sleep either in your 
assigned tent or otherwise within the inside perimeter of the camp compound. You 
may not sleep alongside, in front of or behind tents. 

Toilets 
5.5 When at a campsite, you must use the toilet facilities provided. When out on the 

course, all human waste and toilet paper must be buried between 20 and 25 em 
below the surface and at least 1 00 metres from a checkpoint, campsite, course, 
residential home, or ancient ruin. 

6. 

5.6 

6.1 

Any breach whatsoever of these Rules will result in a time penalty or disqualification, 
at the discretion of the Event Organisers. 

ARTICLE 6: BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT 

To compete in any of the Events, you must first: 

(a) complete the Application Form online on the Website and submit the Application 
Form online; 

(b) pay the entry fee for the Event in accordance with the instructions given on the 
Website (you will not be eligible to compete in the Event you have applied for 
until we have received full payment of the entry fee and the funds have cleared); 

(c) sign and submit to us the Liability Waiver 

(d) sign and submit to us the Image I Intellectual Property Release and 

(e) complete and return all of the Mandatory Forms as specified by 
RacingThePianet on the Website (including, but not limited to, the specified 
medical clearance forms). 

RacingThePianet reserves the right to withdraw the offer of a place in an Event to you 
and (if already received) not refund you the entry fee for the relevant Event if it does not 
receive the documentation specified in (c) to (e) above within 1 0 days of the start date of 
the Event. 

6.2 You are solely responsible for obtaining and complying with all specific passport, visa 
and immigration requirements associated with travelling to and entering the Host 
Country and competing in the Event. You should check and confirm the relevant 
passport, visa and immigration requirements with the relevant Consulate/embassy 
for the Host Country prior to completing the application form. RacingThePianet does 
not accept any responsibility for, and will under no circumstances be liable (including, 
without limitation, for providing a refund of the entry fee for the relevant Event) if you 
cannot travel to the Host Country for any reason, including without limitation your 
failure to obtain a visa, or if you are otherwise unable compete in the Event because 
of your non compliance with any passport, visa or other immigration requirements. 
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7. ARTICLE 7: WITHDRAWAL, CANCELLATION ORAL TERATION 

7.1 You may withdraw from the Event at any time, subject to the following provisions of 
this Article. 

7.2 If you withdraw more than 120 days before the start date of an Event: 

(a} You will receive a refund of the entry fee for the relevant Event, less US$600. 

7.3 If you withdraw from an Event less than 120 days before the start date, 
RacingThePianet will not be liable to refund you any portion of the entry fee for the 
relevant Event, or otherwise pay you any sum whatsoever. 

7.4 You agree that entry to an Event is granted to competitors on a non-changeable, 
non-transferable basis. 

7.5 RacingThePianet reserves the right to withdraw the offer of a place in the Event to 
you for any reason and at any time. In such circumstances, we will provide you with a 
full refund of the entry fee for the relevant Event. 

7.6 RacingThePianet reserves the right to: 

(a} modify the Event format; 
(b} change the dates of the Event; or 
(c) cancel the Event. 

We will only exercise the rights set out in Article 7.6 above due to circumstances beyond 
our control (including, without limitation war, riot, industrial dispute, terrorist activity and 
its consequences, changes in immigration or entry controls, natural or nuclear disaster, 
fire, epidemics or health risks, closed or congested airports, ports or stations, changes 
imposed by re-scheduling or cancellation of transport by the transport supplier such as 
flights by airlines or main charterers, the alteration of transport or transport types, 
adverse weather conditions (actual or threatened}, and technical failure with transport}. 

7.7 If we change the dates of the Event in accordance with Rule 7.6(b}, we will have no 
obligation to reimburse you the entry fee for the Event provided that we reschedule the 
Event to commence on another date within 12 months from the date on which the Event 
was originally scheduled to commence, and provided that we give you reasonable 
notice of the new dates for the Event (which will in any case not be less than 2 months). 

7.8 If we cancel the Event in accordance with Rule 7.6 (c), we will reimburse you the entry 
fee for the Event in full. 

7.9 Except as set out in Rules 7. 7, RacingThePianet will not have any liability to you for 
the rescheduling or the cancellation of any Event. 

8. ARTICLE 8: LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

8.1 Nothing in these Rules and Regulations excludes or limits RacingThePianet's liability 
for: 
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(a) fraud; 
(b) death or personal injury caused by negligence on the part of RacingThePianet; 

or 
(c) any other liability which cannot be excluded or limited by the law. 

8.2 Subject to the provisions of Article 8.1, neither RacingThePianet nor the Event 
Organisers will be liable to you for: 
(a) any loss of or damage to your equipment and belongings; 
(b) any indirect or consequential loss; or 
(c) any loss or damage suffered or incurred by you arising out of or in connection 

with competing in an Event (including, without limitation, travelling to the Host 
Country and Town/City). 

8.3 Except as otherwise provided by any applicable laws, RacingThePianet and the 
Event Organiser's maximum liability to you for any claim in contract, tort, or in any 
other cause of action arising out of or in connection with an Event will not exceed the 
entry fee for the relevant Event. 

9. ARTICLE 9: INSURANCE 

9.1 RacingThePianet has taken out insurance to cover emergency evacuation for each 
competitor in the Events. The insurance is provided by MEDEX Global Group, Inc. 
and covers you from the official start time of the Event (i.e. when the first competitor 
crosses the starting line in the first stage of the Event) to the conclusion of the Event, 
(i.e. when the final competitor crosses the finishing line on the final stage of the 
Event). 

9.2 You must also take out and maintain your own personal travel insurance which 
covers you for the duration of your time in the Host Country. This must cover you fully 
against the costs of hospitalisation, medical care and repatriation if you become too 
ill to continue the Event and must above all cover you against the cost of air or other 
forms of evacuation and/or repatriation should sickness or injury necessitate such a 
course of action. 

9.3 RacingThePianet has no control over, and accepts no responsibility for, the 
availability or standard of medical and/or repatriation services and facilities in the 
areas in which the Events take place, and such services and facilities do not form any 
part of the contract between you and RacingThePianet. 

9.4 You are solely responsible for your own equipment and belongings during the Event 
and bear the sole responsibility for incidental or accidental damage (including wear 
and tear) to, or loss of, your own equipment and belongings. We recommend that you 
take out adequate insurance to cover your equipment and belongings. 

10. ARTICLE 10: IMAGE RIGHTS, MEDIA CONTENT AND DEVICES 

10.1 You irrevocably consent to: 

(a) your appearance in the Event being filmed, recorded, incorporated and exploited in 
whole or in part in any television programme, film, video or broadcast of whatever 
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nature by any means and in any media and format now or invented after the date of 
these Rules and Regulations; 

(b) the use and reproduction of your name, likeness, appearance and photographs, 
films and recordings by any means and in any media and format for the purpose of 
advertising, publicity and promotion of the Event and the exploitation of the 
commercial rights relating to the Event; and 

(c) You further hereby waive any moral rights you may have in respect of any use, 
reproduction, modification, publication or broadcast of your name, image, 
appearance or likeness. 

10.2 You are prohibited from using any personal video cameras during the Events, 
whether as part of a cell phone, small camera or other device. You are also 
prohibited from using wireless handheld internet devices, mobile phones and 
devices capable of external transmission. 

10.3 All content from official blogs, emails, promotional materials and other materials 
distributed by RacingThePianet is the exclusive property of RacingThePianet and 
must not be copied or distributed without the express written approval of 
RacingThePianet. 

10.4 If RacingThePianet considers that any video, in any form whatsoever, was captured 
during an Event in contravention of Rule 10.2, the competitor to whom the movie is 
attributable may be disqualified from the Event. 

10.5 You are permitted to take still shot cameras to take photographs for personal use only. 
Any commercial use of such photographs is prohibited. 

10.6 RacingThePianet may, if reasonably practicable, provide wireless Internet access at 
checkpoints and/or the campsite to ensure communications and live website 
coverage. You are only allowed to use the wireless Internet access in areas 
designed by Event staff. Laptop computers may be provided to you for sending blogs, 
emails, and other electronic communications. Access to any Internet sites during an 
Event except those explicitly approved by the Event Organisers is prohibited. 
Nothing in this Rule 10.6 will oblige RacingThePianet to provide wireless Internet or 
laptop computers at any or all of the checkpoints or campsites. 

10.7 You may use your own power sources to charge your personal mobile devices such 
as cameras and iPods. You may not, under any circumstances, use any of the power 
sources utilized by the Event staff or volunteers to operate the Event to charge your 
personal mobile devices. Any violation of this Rule 10.7 will result in a time penalty 
being imposed on you, or your expulsion from the Event. 

11. ARTICLE 11: THE COURSE 

11.1 RacingThePianet and the Event Organisers reserve the right to add, modify, cancel 
or change the course at any time. 

11.2 While competing in an Event, you must stay on the marked course. If you 
inadvertently leave the marked course, you must re-enter the course at the exact 
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place where you left the course. If you intentionally cut or leave the marked course 
(as we or the Event Organisers may determine in our sole discretion), you may be 
disqualified or be given a time penalty. 

11.3 If you leave a logical or obvious course or direction between course markings, you 
will be deemed to have intentionally left the marked course. Where two course 
markers are visible, you must go to the closest marker. If a logical or obvious route is 
evident and both visible markers are distant marks (i.e., one that is evidently not the 
next mark in sequence) you must proceed on the logical route. Unless directed to do 
so by a course marking, cutting switchbacks on paved or dirt courses is considered 
intentional course cutting. 

11.4 The course may be changed due to weather, safety hazards or darkness and we or 
the Event Organisers may in our absolute discretion adjust stage finish times to 
reflect any course changes. 

11.5 Mandatory stops may be issued at any time due to climate, weather conditions or 
other factors. You must stay at the checkpoint indicated as a mandatory stop for the 
full time indicated. Failure to do so will result in a time penalty. 

11.6 Staggered starts may be issued for any stage of an Event. Staggered starts are used 
to ensure that checkpoints are not kept open for unreasonable amounts of time. You 
will be notified of staggered starts before the beginning of the relevant stage of an 
Event. Any request to begin a stage of an Event at a start time other than the one 
assigned to you must be approved by the Event Director or the Medical Director of 
the medical support staff. 

Course Markings 
11.7 The course will be marked by signs, arrows, ribbons, chalk, paint, lights, flags and 

other devices. You are responsible for (a) staying on the course; (b) slowing down to 
pay attention to course markings or the absence of course markings; and (c) making 
reasonable assumptions and decisions with regard to the direction of the course. 

11.8 Course markings will generally be visible under normal lighting conditions. Abnormal 
conditions may include sand, dust, mist, fog, rain, snow or any other condition that 
reduces visibility (other than darkness). If abnormal lighting conditions occur, a stage 
of an Event may be modified, delayed or cancelled until normal visibility conditions 
return. 

11.9 The course will be marked with devices at intervals of between 25 and 100 meters 
depending on terrain and visibility. If you do not see a marker for 100 meters and you 
are not on the obvious or logical course, you must immediately return to the last 
known marker to find the correct course. 

11.1 0 The Event Organisers will make every effort to keep the course markers in place for 
the duration of a stage of an Event. However, it is possible that markers may be taken, 
buried, blown over, covered or otherwise rendered difficult or impossible to find. It is 
your responsibility to pay attention to the makings and to make intelligent decisions 
when following the course. 

11.11 Two or more course markers placed together indicate an abrupt change in course 
direction. Multiple markings will be placed so that they can easily be seen while 
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following the intended course. Markings will be placed between foot and head height 
and may be placed on the ground, trees, bushes, walls, buildings, or other stationary 
objects. 

11.12 If you are using GPS, you must follow the marked course. You may not travel directly 
between checkpoints unless the logical or obvious course follows the straight line 
route. Cutting the course is against these Rules and may, in addition to 
disqualification or the imposition of time penalties, lead to dead ends or impassable 
terrain. 

11.13 The course will be marked by lights and other illuminated marking devices at night. 
You are required to carry a light that is sufficient to find unlit markers in the event that 
lights and other illuminating devices are covered, fail or go missing. 

11.14 If you remove or change the location or direction of course markings, you will be 
disqualified. If the offending competitor is part of a team, the whole team will be 
disqualified. 

25 Meter Rule for Teams 
11.15 Team members must never be out of sight of each other, or alternatively have a 

distance greater than 25 meters separating the first team member from the last team 
member, whichever distance is the shorter, while on the course. Team members 
must go through the starting line, all checkpoints and finishing line together. 

12. ARTICLE 12: UNIFORM 

12.1 Competitors must wear, at all times, a shirt with patches and/or stickers in 
compliance with the instructions by RacingThePianet. Failure to do so will result in 
the individual or team being held where the offense was discovered until it is 
corrected, or in disqualification. You must also wear a nationality flag no smaller than 
5 x 8 em (2 x 3 inches) on each sleeve of your shirt at all times. Any incorrect patch 
placement, including of nationality flags, will result in a time penalty. 

12.2 RacingThePianet may have sponsors for an Event. You will not be allowed to have 
your own sponsors that conflict with RacingThePianet sponsors. You are not allowed 
to wear any personal sponsor badges, advertising or other patches on your shirt or 
jacket sleeves. 

12.3 You must wear an Event bib on your chest or stomach which must be fully visible 
throughout the entire Event. The Event bib must always be positioned over any 
clothing or front pack. You must not fix your Event bib onto your leg. The Event bib 
must not be folded or hidden at any time. A time penalty will be imposed for any 
incorrectly placed bib. 

Yellow Leaders Bib 
12.4 The overall and women's division leader in a stage of an Event will be awarded a 

Yellow Bib at the end of that stage. The Yellow Bib must be worn during the entire 
next stage. It is an honour to wear the Yellow Bib and strict compliance with this Rule 
must be observed. This does not apply in single stage Events. 
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13. ARTICLE 13: EQUIPMENT 

13.1 You must, at a minimum and at all times carry the equipment on the Mandatory 
Equipment List, posted from time to time on the Website. You will be solely 
responsible for familiarising yourself with the most up to date requirements of the 
Mandatory Equipment List. 

13.2 You must carry your own equipment and belongings. No other competitor may carry 
any of your equipment or belongings for you, including a teammate. 

13.3 You must supply your own food and drink mixes for the entire event. Competitors 
must start with at least the minimum number of calories stated in the mandatory 
equipment list (multi-stage: 2,000 calories per day, or 14,000 calories for the entire 
Event; single-stage: 2,000 calories). The Event Organisers may, at their sole 
direction, check a competitor's food supply to ensure that the proper amount of 
calories remain for the duration of the Event. The medical support staff will have the 
final decision as to whether the calories carried are sufficient for an individual 
competitor. 

13.4 Additional gear requirements may be required for each Event depending on 
expected terrain and weather conditions. You will be personally advised of these 
requirements by RacingThePianet prior to the Event. 

13.5 It is your responsibility to ensure that your equipment is fit for purpose prior to the 
start date of the Event. Competitors may be subject to random equipment checks by 
Event Organisers at any time. If any item of equipment as specified on the Mandatory 
Equipment List is found to be missing, the Event Organisers will impose a time 
penalty for each item missing or you may not be allowed to continue the event. If the 
Event Organisers consider that you have insufficient equipment to complete the 
Event, or if it is determined that you are carrying a food supply with an insufficient 
amount of calories, they shall have the right to exclude you from the Event. If you are 
excluded from the Event under the provisions of this Rule 13.5, no refunds will be 
given and RacingThePianet will not be responsible for any resulting costs, including 
costs of repatriation. 

14. ARTICLE 14: WATER 

14.1 The Event Organisers will supply a ration of water at each checkpoint. Water 
supplied is to be used for drinking only. Any additional requests for water must be 
formally approved by a member of the medical support staff. Additionally, hot water 
for cooking purposes will be supplied at designated checkpoints and all campsites on 
the course. Any intentional breach of this Rule 14.1 will result in the imposition of a 
time penalty. 

15. ARTICLE 15: COMPETITION TIMING 

15.1 Event headquarters will keep the official time clock for the Event, beginning when 
each stage starts and stopping when each individual or team crosses the finishing line 
of each stage. The time for a team is the time when the last member of that team 
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crosses the finishing line. The winning individual and team will be the individual and 
team with the lowest combined times of the stages after taking into account any time 
penalties. 

15.2 Cut off times will be established daily throughout each checkpoint of an Event. If 
individuals or teams fail to reach and depart designated points by a specified cut-off 
time, they will not be allowed to continue the Event during that stage, and the individual 
or team will not be eligible for a medal. Initial cut-off times will be announced before the 
stage starts. Initial cut-off times may be modified, and additional cut-off times may be 
added, during the Event at the sole discretion of the Event Organisers. 

15.3 Special timing may be used for The Last Desert, depending on weather conditions. 
For example, the winning time may be based on total distance covered, or on time. If 
timing is based on the total distance covered, the individual or team with the most 
distance covered would be the deemed the winner. If timing is based on time, the 
individual or team who has covered the most distance in the least amount of time will be 
deemed the winner. 

16. ARTICLE 16: CHECKPOINTS 

16.1 You will be given Course Instructions before the start of the Event. As part of the 
Course Instructions, each competitor will be given an Event Passport. The Event 
Passport must be marked by a designated checkpoint staff member, at designated 
checkpoints and at the finish line of each stage, with the date and time of arrival at the 
finish line of each stage. This will ensure that there is no discrepancy in your official 
finishing time. 

16.2 All checkpoints must be completed in the designated sequence. 

(a) All members of a team must enter and leave all checkpoints together. 

(b) Missing a checkpoint will result in the individual or team being disqualified unless 
they backtrack to the missed checkpoint. The individual or team must then proceed 
from the first missed checkpoint back through all checkpoints as per the mandatory 
sequence (even if the individual or team has passed through that checkpoint 
before). 

16.3 You must not spend more than 15 minutes at a checkpoint unless approval is given 
by a member of the medical support staff. 

17. ARTICLE 17: NIGHT ZONES 

17.1 You must wear a flashing red light after sundown. The red light must remain pinned 
to the rear of each competitor's backpack at all times until sunrise, while on the 
course. This red light must be worn in addition to the headlamp and backup light 
source as specified in the Mandatory Equipment List. 

17.2 During a night zone, several tents will be erected at a selected checkpoint called the 
'Overnight Checkpoint'. You may only sleep at a designated 'Overnight Checkpoint' 
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or risk disqualification. Hot water may, if reasonably practicable, be provided at the 
Overnight Checkpoint. You should however be prepared to eat without having 
access to hot water. 

17.3 Under no circumstances may you sleep alongside any part of the course. 

18. ARTICLE 18: INDIVIDUAL RESULTS 

18.1 Subject to any special timing used for The Last Desert in accordance with Rule 15.3, the 
first individual to cover the six stages in the shortest accumulated time is the winner. 

18.2 All other competitors will be ranked according to their finishing time. Competitors who 
started in the team category will be eligible for individual ranking if their team does not 
complete the Event (i.e., if one or more of their teammates withdraws or is disqualified 
from the Event). 

18.3 Age ran kings are based on the competitor's age at the start of the event. For example, if 
the Event begins on 15 June and you are 29 years of age, and you have a birthday on 
the 16 June, you will be deemed to be 29 for the duration of the Event, and will be 
classified in the age group for a 29 year old. 

19. ARTICLE 19: TEAM RESULTS 

19.1 Teams are made up of a minimum of three or more individuals of any sex. Each team 
must designate a team captain. 

19.2 The first team to cover all six stages of an Event in the shortest accumulated time is 
the winner. All other teams will be ranked according to their finishing time. Teams can 
only be ranked if all members have completed all six stages of an Event. 

19.3 The withdrawal or disqualification of any one member of a team will result in the 
disqualification of the whole team from the Event. If a team is disqualified then each 
remaining member of the team can still continue in the Event in the individual 
category. 

19.4 The Event Organisers may impose a time penalty on any competitor if, in their sole 
discretion, they determine that an unfair advantage will result from the 
disqualification of a team. 

20. ARTICLE 20: OFFICIAL LANGUAGE 

20.1 The official language of the Event is English. You are solely responsible for reading 
and understanding all official Event signs, directions, and oral instructions given by 
the Event Organisers and medical support team. 

21. ARTICLE 21: PROTESTS 
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21.1 Protests (including, without limitation, disqualification, time penalties, time recordings 
and the conduct of other competitors) must be filed with the Event Director within 30 
minutes of a team or individual's finish of the relevant stage of the Event. Protests 
must be made to the Event Director or an Event Official, and may be made verbally, 
provided the protest is made discreetly and respectfully. 

21.2 Any public protest or display of disgust concerning an Event organiser, the contents 
of the Official Rules & Regulations, or their application, will result in severe time 
penalties being imposed, or in disqualification of the protesting team or individual. 

21.3 The procedure for determining any protest will be determined by the Event Director 
and all decisions of the Event Director shall be final and binding. 

21.4 Any protest that the Event Director, in his or her sole discretion, considers to be made 
in bad faith or in retaliation for a previous protest will result in a time penalty being 
imposed on the protesting team or individual. 

22. ARTICLE 22: THE LAST DESERT (ANTARCTICA) 

22.1 Only competitors who have completed at least two of the Gobi March, the Atacama 
Crossing and the Sahara Race will qualify to compete in The Last Desert. 

22.2 Invitations are issued at the sole direction of RacingThePianet. Poor sportsmanship 
in any Event may preclude a person from receiving an invitation. 

22.3 RacingThePianet will aim to send invitations to individuals who qualify for The Last 
Desert in accordance with Rule 22.1, and who RacingThePianet considers suitable 
to compete in The Last Desert, approximately one month after qualification. 

22.4 RacingThePianet shall, in its sole discretion, decide when The Last Desert Event 
shall be held. Depending on the number of individuals who qualify, The Last Desert 
may not be held annually and RacingThePianet shall be under no obligation to hold 
The Last Desert Event every year. 

23. ARTICLE 23: AWARDS 

23.1 Awards will be given as follows: 

Eyents (excluding The Last Desert) 
Overall Women 
1st place: Trophy 1st place: Trophy 
2nd place: Trophy 2nd place: Trophy 
3rd place: Trophy 3rd place: Trophy 
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Men Women 
1st, 29 and under, M1: Trophy 1st, 29 and under, W1: Trophy 
1st, 30-39, M2: Trophy 1st, 30-39, W2: Trophy 
1st, 40-49, M3: Trophy 1st, 40-49, W3: Trophy 
1st, 50-59, M4: Trophy 1st, 50-59, W4: Trophy 
1st, 60-69, M5: Trophy 1st, 60-69, W5: Trophy 
1st, 70 and above, M6: Trophy 1st, 70 and above, W6: Trophy 

Team Finisher 
1st Team: Trophy Medal 
2nd Team: Trophy 
3rd Team Trophy 

Other All Competitors 
Spirit Award: Trophy T -Shirt or Jacket 
Sportsmanship Award: Trophy 
Cable-French Award: Trophy (Gobi 
March Only) 

The Last Desert 
Overall Women 
1st place: Trophy 1st place: Trophy 
2nd place: Trophy 2nd place: Trophy 
3rd place: Trophy 3rd place: Trophy 

Team 
1st place: Trophy 

4 Deserts {Overall) 
Overall Women 
1st place: Trophy 1st place: Trophy 

Team 
1st place: Trophy 

23.2 Teams are only eligible to win the 4 Deserts (Overall) award if they have completed 
the Gobi March, the Atacama Crossing, the Sahara Race and The Last Desert with 
the same team members. 

23.3 Individuals who successfully complete the 4 Deserts will be eligible to be designated 
as a 4 Deserts Club Member. 

23.4 The 4 Deserts Champion will be determined by adding the cumulative ran kings of all 
Events completed and by assigning a value to those rankings. For example, a first 
place ranking in the Gobi March would receive a score of one (1 ), a second place 
ranking in the Atacama Crossing would receive a score of two (2), a tenth place 
ranking in the Sahara Race would receive a score of ten (10) and a third place 
ranking in The Last Desert would receive a score of three (3) for a cumulative score 
of sixteen (16). If that competitor has the lowest total score among competitors in The 
Last Desert, he or she will be designated the 4 Deserts Champion. 

23.5 If, before completing The Last Desert Event a competitor has completed any of the 
other 4 Deserts Events then your best ranking will be used to determine your overall 
ranking. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

24. ARTICLE 24: GENERAL 

24.1 You acknowledge and agree that by taking part in the Event you shall not rely on, and 
shall have no remedy in respect of, any statement, representation, warranty, 
understanding, promise or assurance (whether negligently or innocently made) of 
any person other than as expressly set out in these Rules and Regulations. 

24.2 If any provision of these Rules and Regulations is be held to be unlawful, void, or for 
any reason unenforceable, then such provision shall be deemed severable from 
these Rules and Regulations, shall be enforced to the fullest extent allowed by law, 
and shall not affect the validity and enforceability of any remaining Rules and 
Regulations. 

24.3 No waiver or amendment by RacingThePianet or by you of these Rules and 
Regulations shall be effective unless in writing and signed by both by you and 
RacingThePianet. 

24.4 The agreement between you and RacingThePianet governing the Events is made on 
the terms of these Rules and Regulations. Any dispute or claim arising out of or in 
connection with these Rules and Regulations, or the subject matter or formation 
(including non-contractual disputes or claims), shall be governed and construed in 
accordance with the laws of the British Virgin Islands. Each party submits to the 
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the British Virgin Islands. 

24.5 In applying to compete in an Event, you hereby consent to RacingThePianet using all 
personal information collected from or about you in connection with the Event 
(including information collected by the Event Organisers) for the organisation, 
operation, administration and promotion of the Event. You further consent to your 
personal information being provided to others assisting RacingThePianet in 
connection with the Event. You may contact RacingThePianet at: 
info@racingtheplanet.com to request access to any of the personal information 
relating to your collected and held from time to time by us. 

The Rules and Regulations are in place to ensure a safe, fair and environmentally sound event. 
Penalties will be issued if any of the Rules and Regulations are broken, in particular those listed 
below. 

The issuing of penalties is governed by this guiding principle: 

Any action of a team or individual which results in either an unfair advantage to the acting parties or 
in an unfair disadvantage to another team or individual will result in a penalty against the team or 
individual involved in the action. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Rule Penalty Item Description Penalty 
Issued** 

2.2 Mandatory Failure to fully complete the Mandatory Form and Not allowed to 
Forms submit to RacingThePianet by fax or email before start the event. 

the event starts. 

2.2 Waiver Forms Failure to fully complete the Intellectual Property Not allowed to 
and Liability Waiver before the event starts. start the event. 

5.2 Litter on Course Any litter on the course known to be dropped by you 1 hour 
(either by identification or seen by another 
competitor or event staff) will result in a penalty. 
Every time this is reported, a penalty will be applied. 

5.2 Litter in Tents Any litter left in tents when they are vacated in the 1 hour per 
morning will result in every competitor officially person 
assigned to that tent being given a penalty. Every 
morning that litter is found your tent a penalty will be 
applied. 

5.4 Furniture in Any time a piece of furniture is found inside or in 1 hour per 
Tents front of a tent (in particular a stool(s) or a chair(s)) person 

every person assigned to that tent will receive a 
time penalty. 

5.4 Sleeping Competitors are required to sleep in their assigned 1 hour 
Outside the tents or within the camp compound. Sleeping 
Camp outside the compound (including at the back of 
Compound tents) will result in a time penalty. 

5.5 Use of Toilets If you are seen not using the toilets provided at 1 hour 
camp or using the toilet within 1 00 meters from the 
course you will incur a penalty. Each time this is 
reported by an event staff a penalty will apply. 

10.2 Use of Phones, You are allowed to carry communication devices 1 hour 
Blackberries etc such as phones and Blackberries, but they must not 

be used on the course except in the case of an 
emergency. If you are seen to be using any 
communication device, other than the laptops 
provided for your use in the Cybertent, a penalty will 
apply. 

10.2 Video Filming It is prohibited to use video cameras on the course. 2 hours for 
If you are found to take videos which are posted on each video and 
Youtube, Vimeo, Facebook, Twitter or any website, footage to be 
you will incur a penalty. You may request special deleted and/or 
permission to take video but there must be a written possible 

disqualification 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

agreement between you and RacingThePianet. from the event 

10.7 Charging You must use your own power sources, such as 1 hour 
Personal Items solar panels or powertravellers, to charge any 
on Event personal items. If you are seen to be charging using 
Charging event power sources (including through a USB in 
Facilities the laptops) a penalty will apply. 

11.2 Not following If you do not follow the course markings from flag to 1 hour 
course markings flag in the order in which they are placed a penalty 

will apply. This includes following a course 10 
meters from the markers, cutting corners I 
switchbacks and missing a flag. This will apply 
based on sightings from event staff or other 
competitors. 

11.5 Mandatory Failure to comply with a mandatory stop will result in 1 hour on top of 
Stops a time penalty on top of the total time of the the full period of 

mandatory stop. For example if a competitor leaves mandatory stop 
the checkpoint early from which a mandatory stop 
has been enforced. 

Staggered If a staggered start is put in place you must comply 1 hour 
Starts with the start time that has been assigned to you, 

based on your times thus far. Failure to comply with 
this, other than with approval of the event director 
and medical director, will result in a penalty. 

11.14 Removing or Any competitor seen to remove or change course Disqualification 
Moving Course markings will be disqualified. 
Markings 

12.1 Patches If patches are not attached in accordance with the 1 hour 
patch placement instructions then a penalty will 
apply. For each day that this is not rectified the 
penalty will apply. 

12.1 Patches If the patch on the back of your backpack is not 30 minutes 
properly attached and clearly visible then a penalty 
will apply. For every day that this is not rectified the 
penalty will apply. 

12.1 Uniform- Competitors must wear a shirt with short or long 1 hour 
wearing of sleeves while on the course with patches clearly 
sleeveless shirts visible as per the patch placement instructions. The 

competitor will not be able to continue until the shirt 
has been changed. 

12.2 Sponsor logos Sponsor logo's can be worn on your clothing Disqualification 
provided they do not conflict with RacingThePianet 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Partners or Sponsors and they are not worn on your 
sleeves or obscuring your bib number or event 
patch. You will be given a chance to rectify I 
remove any sponsorship branding which does meet 
these requirements. Failure to remove them when 
asked will result in disqualification. 

12.3 Bib Number Your bib number must be on your chest or stomach, 1 hour 
must not be folded and must be clearly visible at all 
times while on the course. Each time event staff at 
a checkpoint reports your bib not on your chest I 
stomach, folded or not clearly visible, a penalty will 
be issued. 

12.4 Retaliation A protest deemed to be in bad faith or in retaliation 2 hours 
Protests for a previous protest. 

13.2 Accepting If you accept any external support such as 2 hours 
Outside Support purchasing food, taking food from a local person or 

competitor, a penalty will apply. 

13.2 Accepting If you do not walk on your own for any part of the Withdrawal 
Outside Support course, however small, you will be considered 
-Transport withdrawn. This includes accepting any external 

support such as travelling in any form of transport 
such as camels, 4x4 (event or other), donkey cart, 
etc. 

13.5 Mandatory If any mandatory item is missing in entirety or does Not allowed to 
Equipment not meet the necessary requirements during start the event 
Missing check-in (including quantity, type and calorific value 
(pre-race) of food). The competitor can be given a chance to 

purchase or borrow the missing item but the item 
must be produced and shown to the event director 
before leaving for Camp 1. 

13.5 Mandatory If any mandatory item is missing in entirety or does Disqualification 
Equipment not meet the necessary requirements upon a spot if it is an 
Missing check being carried out from the time the competitor essential item 
(mid-race) crosses the start line to when they cross the finish or 1 hour 

line. penalty for 

Essential/terns include: number of calories, 
non-essential 

sleeping bag, backpack, shoes, headlamp, 
items 

electrolytes, red flashing light, compass 

Non-Essential items include: Blister kit, back up 
headlamp, alcohol gel, Sunscreen. 

13.5 Inadequate If a competitor is not deemed to have sufficient Disqualification 
Food calories to complete the race safely (2000 calories 

for each of the remaining days), 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS I TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

14.1 Water Water that is used for washing (either yourself or 1 hour 
your clothes) or any other use except consumption 
will receive a penalty. The penalty will apply each 
time this is seen. 

17.2 Sleeping on the Sleeping on the course, other than at the 1 hour or 
Course designated "overnight" checkpoint or with the withdrawal 

approval of a medical support staff will result in a 
penalty and you will be required to start moving or 
withdraw from the event. 

21.2 Public protest or Any public protest, display of disgust and/or 10 hours or 
display of disrespectful behavior to any event staff will result in disqualification 
disgust severe penalties or disqualification. 

Going to The headquarters, staff and media tents are out of 1 hour 
Prohibited bounds to competitors. Any competitor going within 
Areas this area (including inside the tents) will have a 

penalty. In addition any area on the course or in or 
around the campsite that is communicated as being 
out of bounds will also result in a penalty if a 
competitor ignores instruction not to go there. 

Loss of Event Any competitor who loses his or her bib number or 30 minutes 
Passport I Bib event passport will be given a replacement and will 

receive a penalty. The penalty will apply every time 
each item is reported lost and a replacement is 
required to be given. If a lost bib number or event 
passport is not reported then the penalty will be 
doubled. 

IV Drip The medical team is present to support the 2nd IV drip 
competitors and no penalty is issued for results in 
consultation with a medical doctor, including the withdrawal 
provision of an IV drip, if a doctor deems it 
necessary. However, if the medical doctor deems it 
necessary for the same competitor to have a 
second IV drip then they will not be allowed to 
continue 

**Note all penalties above may result in disqualification on the second offence. 
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ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY 
KIMBERLEY UL TRAMARATHON 2011 

I understand that the Kimberley Ultramarathon is a self-supported footrace over 1 00 kilometers I 62 miles of rough 
terrain including, but not limited to, salt flats, sand dunes, river crossings, mountains, and rocks I boulders. I also 
understand that it is self-supported and therefore I am required to carry all equipment that I require for the duration 
of the seven-day event including water that is provided to me along the course. 

Initials ___ _ 

I understand that although RacingThePianet Events Limited, RacingThePianet Limited, the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon, collectively "Racing The Planet", and all its co-sponsors, and their agents, assigns, administrators, 
employees, officers, advisors and contractors (hereafter collectively referred to as "Sponsors") have taken 
precautions to provide proper equipment and qualified staff for the Kimberley Ultramarathon, it is impossible for the 
Sponsors to guarantee absolute safety. I understand that the activities, in which I will participate, are inherently 
dangerous and may cause serious or grievous injuries, including bodily injury, damage to personal property and/or 
death. 

Initials ___ _ 

I acknowledge, agree, and represent that I understand the nature of the Kimberley Ultramarathon and that I am 
qualified, in good health, and in proper physical and psychological condition to participate in such activities. I 
acknowledge that all information I have provided to RacingThePianet in the Emergency Contact Information Form 
and Medical Form are complete and accurate; moreover, that if I have additional information to provide I shall do so 
before signing this form and partaking in any activity surrounding the Kimberley Ultramarathon. I understand that at 
any time, event organizers and Sponsors reserve the right to refuse participation of any person they judge to be 
incapable of meeting the rigors and requirements of participating in the Kimberley Ultramarathon. I further agree 
and warrant that if at any time I believe conditions to be unsafe, I will immediately discontinue further participation in 
the activity. 

Initials ____ _ 

I acknowledge and understand that I share the responsibility for safety on the course and I accept that 
responsibility. I agree to comply with the instructions and directions of RacingThePianet staff members and 
Sponsors during the Kimberley Ultramarathon. 

Initials ____ _ 

In consideration of being allowed to participate in the Kimberley Ultramarathon, on behalf of myself, my heirs, 
assigns, administrators, executors and next of kin, I waive all claims for damages, injuries and death sustained to 
me or my property, that I may have against the RacingThePianet, the Kimberley Ultramarathon, the Sponsors, 
including their officers, agents, employees, directors, advisors, and trustees including claims in tort, contract, equity 
or otherwise. 

Initials ___ _ 

Furthermore, I understand, it is the specific intent and purpose of this document to release and discharge any and 
all claims and causes of action of any kind or nature whatsoever, whether known or unknown or whether specifically 
mentioned or not, which may or may not exist at the date noted hereunder, against RacingThePianet, the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon or any Sponsors or similarly related people or entities. Notwithstanding the aforementioned, any 
dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to RacingThePianet, the Kimberley Ultramarathon or any 
Sponsors or similarly related people or entities, shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
British Virgin Islands. Each party submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the British Virgin Islands. 

Initials ____ _ 

I HAVE READ THE ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AGREEMENT TO MY 
SATISFACTION, UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENTS, AND NOW SIGN IT FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY. 

I HAVE READ THE RULES AND REGULATIONS WHCH SERVES AS THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR 
THE KIMBERLEY ULTRAMARATHON AND TO MY SATISFACTION, UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENTS, AND 
NOW SIGN TO CONFIRM MY AGREEMENT TO EVERY TERM WITHIN THE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
DOCUMENT. 

I Print Name I s;gnatore ID~ 
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under the elements and pust1H1Q "._ .... ~,_ .. __ ";~~,one more 
step beyond therr limitations. Thrs was the case 
with Fred Hrenchuk vmo embarked on the Atacama Crossmg 
earlier this ye .. 

Like· Comment· September 13 at 5:41pm · 

Nicolas Robin, Kenny Tong, Warren ~1uldoon and 4 others like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Our thoughts are with the Kimberley Ultramarathon competitors who were 
burned yesterday in the bush fires. All participants involved in the event are off of 
the course and safe. We regret that we cannot provide more details at this time, 
but family members of those affected have been contacted. 

Like· Comment· September 2 at 6:55pm · 

Ben Cunnington, Bart Macdonald, Paul Lee and 15 others like this. 

View all 19 comments 

• 
Dianette Wells Thoughts and prayers are with you and the 
runners. 

September 5 at 5:53pm 

Ben Cunnington Best wishes to all involved. 

September 6 at 4:14am 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

The Kimberley Ultramarathon was stopped earlier today due to bushfires. All 
competitors have been removed from the course. More information will come as 
we hear from our team on the ground, so please be patient with us. We 
apologize for the delays in updates, but we do not want to post incorrect 
information. 

Like · Comment · September 2 at 10: 14arr 

Steve Benko likes this. 

E -• 
Scott McMurtrey Yikes! I hope everyone is safe. 

September 2 at 10: 18arn · 1 

Warren Muldoon Fires! Most of the time it is snow or thunder 
storms. 

September 2 at 1: 56prn 

Sally Sanigar I hope those burnt make a speedy recovery. I hope 
-1 you can all make it home safely. 

September 2 at 6:20pm 

Paul Lee 

Ms Pitt is off the ventilator! http:;<www.smh.com.awnatronal1 recovery-sets-tough 
-course-for-burnt-runner-20110904-l]sdv, html 

Recovery sets tough course for burnt runner 
www.smh.com.au 

Recovery sets tough course for burnt r·unner 

Like· Comment · September 5 at 2:09am · 

Jack Fierstadt, Ben Cunnrngton and Sam Healey like this. 

Rod Jacqueline Dukino 

My thoughts and prayers go out to the injured runners, their families and 
everyone affected by this terrible tragedy. 

Like· Comment · September 4 at 10:09pm 

RacrngThePianet - The Offrcial Page and Frankre Sandes like this. 

Micky Kwong 

My prayers go out to the injured runners as well their family & friends. Wish they 
are recovering well ! 

Like · Comment · September 5 at 5:34am · 

Craig Anthony Priestly 

My prayers go out to those women as well their family & friends. Wish them all 
the best So tragic:( 

Lrke · Comment · September 4 at 6:27pm 

Jonathan Beattie 

Is there any more news on the runners? And their injuries? 

Like · Comment · September 3 at 7:31am 

• 
RacingThePianet- The Official Page Two of the competitors 
are still being treated for serious burns. Three other competitors 
have less serious burns that are also being treated. 

September 3 at 3:28pm 1 

Andre Blumberg South China Morning Post front page 
http://t.co/r7zVblo Hoping the injured runners will fully recover. 
Terrible event, demonstrates again how fast bushfires can spread. 

September 4 at 1:28am 

Frankie Sandes 

please give us update on fire??? is everybody safe??? 

Lrke · Comment· September 2 at 6:56am · 

http://www.facebook.com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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Donna Aladin likes this. 

~ •• • 
RacingThePianet - The Official Page Frankie and Donna, Thank 
you for your messages of concern. We will update you as soon as 
we have factual information from direct sources on the ground. 

September 2 at 7:27am 

Frankie San des Thank you so much xxx 

September 2 at 7:28am 

Donna Aladin Thankyou!! 

September 2 at 7:32am 

Anthony Traynor 

Thoughts with those injured, wishing the best and fastest recovery for you. 

Like · Commelft · September 4 at 5.17pm · 

Kevin Ng 

I am wishing for the best outcome for Turia and Kate and their families. 

Like· Comment· September 4 at 2.51am 

• Kevin Ng http:;.• au. news. yahoo .com/ queen slandi a/- ilatesti 10183 
827/two-women-fighting-for-lrfe-after-bushfrrei 

September 4 at 2:52am 

Mark Capper 

hope the injured are doing well 

Lrke · Comment · September 4 at 3:37pm · 

Nicole Van Gurp 

my thoughts go out to those injured, I hope they make a full recovery asap. 

Like Comment · September 4 at 2:29am · 

Donna Aladin ,. 
Like · Comment September 2 al 7:12am · 

Donna Aladin likes this. 

Randi Young ....,. 

Sending best wishes and healing prayers to those injured in the fires. 
-- from a retired ultrarunner in the US 

Lrke Comment · September 2 at l0:41prn 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Forty competitors started the Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 at 8:30 this morning 
to the shot of a starting gun let off by John Story, music by a local band and a 
helicopter filming overhead. Four competitors have now passed through CP 2, 
located 33.6km into the course: 

1st- BOOTH, Oskar (10:32) 
2nd - DUNN, Hylton (10:33) 
3rd -RILEY, Phil (10:37) 
4th (first woman)- DUFFIELD, Katy (10:43) 

Lrke · Comment · September 1 at 8:16pm · 

Denise Kong, Jos Rowdy, Phillip Forsyth and 7 others like this . 

• 

Jen Filby Go Samantha Gash!!! 

September 1 at 8:31pm 

• • 
Ally Avery Go Rrchard Avery!!!! 

September 1 at 8:49pm 

ASCEND Proven Sports Proteins Go Samantha Gash!!!! 

September 1 at 11:48pm 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

The Kimberley Ultramarathon will start in less than eight hours. This photo shows 
Hylton Dunn from South Africa eagerly waiting to find out the weight of his pack 
during competitor registration today. See a full selection of photos on the 
website: www.kimberleyultramarathon.com. 

Wall Photos 

Lrke Comment· September 1 at 9:50am · 

Helder Costa, Hi mal Mandap, Jose Nicolas and 9 others like this. 

Adele Giliomee Maass Strongs Hilton, make us proud!! you can do it!! 

http://www .facebook.com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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September 1 at 9:55arn 

• 

David Barnard Go Hilton, good luck 

September 2 at 4:29am 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Dean Karnazes' favorite distance races in Men's Fitness Magazine: New York City 
Marathon, the 4 Deserts and Badwater. 

Dean Karnazes's favourite ultramarathons 1 Men's Fitness 
UK 
www. mensfitness.co. uk 

Trrese are Karnazes's three favounte long-distance races. 

Like Comment · August 30 at 9:21pm · 

Monica Otero, Scott ~1cMurtrey, Lourens Roets and 12 others like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

We are excited to announce that after more than 130 days on the road, Running 
the Silk Road Expedition, with Kevin Lin of Taiwan (part of the Running the 
Sahara documentary) is within 1,000km of the finish line, Xi'an. This is the first 
expedition to attempt to run the length of the Silk Road. Well done, Kevin, who is 
also the 2006 4 Deserts Champion. 

Like · Comment · A~gust 29 at 11: 23prn 

Sam Healey, Randall Punntun and 21 others like this. 

Amar Haksar 

Gobi 2012 ... bring it on! 

Like Comment · August 28 at 2:43am 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

The Marmot has just been in Barossa. 

Wall Photos 

L1ke Comment August 29 at 10:58pm · 

Scott fVIcMurtrey, Susan Ortiz, David Forrester and 6 others like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Guess where the Marmot is in this picture? 

Wall Photos 

Like· Comment· August 29 at 1:5-lam · 

!~Uii id, RacmgThePianet - The Official Page, Steve Benko and 7 others 
like this. 

View all 7 comments 

• 
RacingThePianet - The Official Page 100 percent correct. Are 
you from the area? Great little town and cafe. The Marmot enjoyed 
his Flat Whites. 

August 31 at 8:13pm 

Activesuezen Outdoors In another German theme town 
Hahndorf. Really looking forward to finding out about your plans for 
Maratones del Vino!? 

August 31 at 8:49pm 

http://www. facebook.com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

The Government of Western Australia is joining forces with the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon 2011, which starts this Friday, 2 september. You can read the 
Press Release now: http:J(www.4deserts.com/admin; 
images; press;doc1314588333.pdf 

http://www.4deserts.com/admin/ 
images/press/doc1314588333.pdf 
www.4deselts.com 

Like· Comment · August 28 at 8:38pm · 

RaCingThePianet - The Official Page, Michael Dargar. and 2 others like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

The management team has been on the ground this weekend in The Kimberley 
finalizing details for the Kimberley Ultra marathon. They're looking forward to 
competitors arriving throughout the week. Who will be following the event 
starting this Friday, 2 september?! 

Like Comment August 28 at 4:5Sarn 

David Carr, Denoncourt Patty, Steve Benko and 4 others like this. 

V1ew all 4 comments 

• ~ Cozmo Satori Do you have any lOOmile races in Australia? 

August 28 at 7:04piY• 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page Hi Cozmo, We do not have 
any 100-mile races on our schedule, but we do have many 250-
kilometer multi-stage events all over the globe. You can check us 
out at www.racingtheplanet.com. 

August 28 at 8:28pm 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Special facebook discount! Grab a bunch of Clif Shot Bloks or GU Energy Gels 
from our UK website at 25% off! Please note: the Clif Bloks (Mtn Berry) expire on 
9.9.11, the GUs expire 30.9.11. Perfect if you have a race or some serious 
training to do in the next few weeks! Just type 25GEL into the discount code box 
when you checkout! Valid while stocks last, until 28.8.11. 

Clif Shot Bloks - RacingThePianet 
www. racmgtheplanet.co.uk 

Ci1f Sroot ''ali atJout deloverif1g great-t<r'.Ung. scientlfocally
bacKed, anrj ,;ustainably-p:·orjuceo projuct' to performance 
athletes In other v:o:-ds, e,·,ergy food can taste great and be 
made frorn 1ng:ed1ents. ll's that sornple 
CLIF Sl-iOT are the latest nutr:tior optoon fo1 en ... 

L1ke · Comment · t.ugust 25 at 9:45pm · 

Ole Johan Ulvaaen, Verol]ub Zm1janac, H1mal Mandap and 2 others like 
this. 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

A special message from ultra-running legend, Marshall Ulrich for Kimberley 
competitors! "Here's to the Kimberley crowd, who've already done the work to 
get ready for this first big test- good luck and safe travels to you as you go into 
your race weekend." Read more below: 

Training for Your First lOOkm 
mar:;hallulnch.com 

Recently, rr. preparatoon for the Krmberley Ultramaratl'oon 111 Australia, wh1ch IS 

corn1ng up on next Frrday, 9 2, the folks at RTP asked mew prov1de adv1ce on 
how to train for 100krn (that's a little over 62 rn1les). Especially, U<ev ·,\anted tc 
know, what should someone who's been running regularly but 

Like· Comment· August 25 at 6:52pm · 

Jim Terrell, H1mal Mandap, Henrik Uth and 4 others like this. 

11;;1 Jim Terrell Awesome info 

N August 27 at 8:05pm 

,. RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

~ What is your water bottle made from? And why does it matter? 

/\, What's in a water bottle? 
~ T'- www.racingtheplanet.com 

\.,.,;;+J RacrngTheP!ane: 

OTHER 

Like Comment· August 25 at 12:39am · 

Alberto Herrera and Denvy Lo like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

We have a fantastic bunch of RacingThePianet competitors running the Ultra-Trail 
du Mont-Blanc that starts tomorrow. We are wishing them the best of luck. Go 
get 'em, guys and gals! 

Like · Comment · August 25 at 12:24am 

Geoffrey Heald, Himal Mandap, Goya Salazar and 7 others like this. 

View all 6 comments 

• Pam Rickard We are following, supporting and cheering Linda 
Quirk!!!! 

August 25 at 5:59am 

http://www.facebook.com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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RacingThePianet - The Official Page Go Spartacus?! 

fl.ugust 25 at 8:06am 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Looking for a super lightweight trail running shirt? This one is so light with 
breathable mesh panels and flatlock seams to prevent chafing. 

I 
Salomon Trail Runner II 1/2 Zip Tech TeeM 
www. racingtheplanetcom 

The Salomon Tr·arl Runner I! 112 Zrp Tech Tee ,5 a 
technrcal runnmg top. Thrs features Salomon Sn1art 
tech-1o!ogy t:-,at regulates the body temperature idea! to keep 
you coo! on a long summers run. It alsc moves mo1sture a va··, 
from the skrr, and provrde excellent freedom of moveme'lt 
Th .. 

Like· Comment· August 24 at 2:48am 

Kenny Peng, Abdul Shukor Abdul Rashrd, Ivana Vallada and 2 others like 
this. 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 kicks off in 10 days. The fast field of competitors 
include South African Hylton Dunn, Tommy Chen from Taiwan, Malaysia's 
Dydimus Talaji, Oskar Booth from Australia and many others. Check out the 
official competitor list to see who's in 

Kimberley Ultramarathon 
www .4deserts.com 

The Krmberiey Ultramarathon 2011 officral lrst of competrtors sill be upoated 
'r:eekly. Roll your mouse or cursor over any competrtor name to see a brief 
pmfile of that competrtor. You may a!so sor·t by surname, sex. age group, 
team, nationality and resrdence To view c competitor's blog, click on 

Like Comment · August 22 at 9 32pm 

Kenny Peng, Goya Salazar, Junichi Seki and 7 others like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

We have new opening hours for our Hong Kong showroom! 
9am-9pm Monday - Friday 
llam-Spm Saturday & Sunday 

Lrke Comment· August 22 at 2:25am · 

Barry Chan, Taewoo Kim, Andrew Strachan and 4 others like this. 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

Huge congratulations to Ryan Sandes who just won Leadville Trail 100 Run in a 
time of 16:46:54. Ryan is the only person to have won all 4 Deserts and he will 
be taking part in RacingThePianet: Nepal. 

Like· Comment· August 21 at 4:26am· 

Bonn;e Moebeck, Frankie Sandes, RacingThePianet- The Offrcial Page and 
35 others like this. 

Alan Hayes Pretty superb running, congrats Ryan. 

August 21 al 1:29pm 

g Jim Terrell Congrats Ryan. 

N August 21 at 5:15p•n 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

Sam Fanshawe from the RacingThePianet events team visited Tokyo last 
weekend to catch up with some past and future competitors. Attached is a photo 
of the Friday night gathering - thank you all for coming out! 

Wall Photos 

Like · Comment · August 18 at 5.32pm 

Himal Mandap, .t{l.jp/ hashrru.jp, Hiroakr Ozuru and 8 others like this. 

Yutaka Fujioka ;:/vf.,i:i;!l*~J;!i)·:>t.:o:>f.J\! ~ \~ \;fd.! 

August 20 at 4:34pm ·Translate 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page Yutaka, next time you 
must come. Yes, there will be a next time .... 

August 21 at 4:25am 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

We have the Salomon Advanced Skin S-Lab pack back in stock, finally .... 

http://www. facebook. com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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Salomon Advanced Skin S-Lab Pack 
www. racingtheplanet.com 

An rnnovatrve new hydratron pack for intense trail runs. Se'lstfit 
pro·1ides a precise and Twm Lmk System r:as adJustable ster11um 
strap for personalized comfort. It secures anywhere on the system for 
personalized comfort, with just enough gtve to allow for easy breath .. 

Ltke Comment · August 18 at 1:56am 

Johan Gomez, Sergio Martin Hernandez, Liliana Gerpe and 10 others like 
this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

The Marmot (animal) was recently in the Gobi Desert, and this weekend he will 
travel to the Barossa in South Australia before heading to the Outback for the 
Kimberley Ultramarathon. The Marmot (animal) was provided by Marmot of the 
USA, the makers of super high quality clothing and gear. 

Wall Photos 

Ltke · Comment · August 17 at 2:43am 

Chris Robbrns, James Pethigal, Dantei Goeder and 13 others like this. 

View all 12 comments 1 share 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page Yes, you'll meet him for 
sure. He's currently en route to the Kimberley having had a nice 
time drinking fine wines in the Barossa Valley of Australia. 

August 24 at 11:46prn 

U Jim Terrell He looks like a true awesome volunteer 

N August 25 at 6:43am 

RacingThePianet- The Official Page 

The Atacama Crossing (Chile) 2012 has a very interesting group of competitors 
including a group of eight friends from Luxembourg. The race starts on the 4 
March. Have a look at the competitor list to see the details of the field and their 
bios. 

Atacama Crossing (Chile) 2011 Official Website 
www .4deserts.com 

Like· Comment · August 16 at 9:56pm · 

D1armu1d Bonner, Ole Johan Ulvaaen, Ricardo Halah and 5 others like this. 

~· Steven Stewart Only 1 Canadian? We can do better than that. 

.. August 17 at 1:58pm 

r,adn. RacingThePianet - The Official Page Steven - You'll be happy 
~ to note that there are 15 Canadians registered for the Sahara Race 

2011 this October. Maybe they'll inspire their fellow Canadian 
athletes to join us in Chile? 

ft.ugust 24 at 11: 57pm 

Steven Stewart I'm one of the the fabulous fifteen! 5 weeks to 
go. 

August 25 at 4:34pm 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

http://www .facebook.com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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Mark and Jenna Mosimann met at RacingThePianet: Vietnam 2008. They since 
got married and earlier this year had a baby Alana (see attached photo). They 
will be taking part together in RacingThePianet: Nepal. 

Wall Photos 

L1ke · Comment· August 15 at 1:42am 

Alper Dalk1l1<:;, Marianela Vicano Hernando, Luise Weiner and 21 others like 
this. 

Ia Taewoo Kim So cute. 

1;11 August 15 at 3:09am 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Read why Sahara Race 2011 competitor, Colin Nanka, found himself fully-clothed 
in a bath of Epsom salts, cursing his existence. 

Sahara Race (Egypt) 2011 Official Website 
www.4deserts.com 

"Life affords no h1gher pleasure tl1an that of surmounting 
diff1cult1es, passing from one step of success to anothe1, form1ng 
new w1shes and -;eemg them grat1f1ed."-Samuel Jol1n<on (Engl,-;r, 
Poet, CntiC and Write1 1709-1784 

Like· Comment· August 15 at 12:04arn 

Hans Persson, Ole Jor,an Ulvaaen, Kaia P. Turner and 5 others like this. 

RacingThePianet - The Official Page 

Wearing full Hazmat gear in 48*C in a gold mine - does this sound like ultra
marathon training to you? Read about a bunch of Australians who all work at a 
mine and how they're training for the upcoming Kimberley Ultramarathon next 
month! 

Kimberley Ultramarathon 
www.4deselts.com 

In the enormous expanse of We:,tern r'ustral'a s Gre.3t Sandy 
Dese1t, 470 km east of tilE: coastal town of Pori. Hedland, Ire-, 
a gold and copper mme by tt1e name of Telfer. It exists 111 a 

of extraordinary 11eat; the nearest town 280km to the 
west famed for its world record set 111 1923. wl1en temp ... 

L1ke · Comment · August 12 c:t 2:31am · 

Serg1o Dutto, Alvm Png, Wendy Frasca Pennington and 4 others like this. 

Olivia Louw Whoa! 

August 12 at 2:45am 

Natalie Weston I cannot even imagine how tough that is, 
mentally & physically! 

August 12 at 5:21am 

RECENT ACTIVITY 

JVIore Posts 

"Here's a guy who loves Hammer ... " on Hammer Nutrition's Wall. 

RacingThePlanet - The Official Page posted a photo to Marmot's Wall. 

http://www. facebook.com/RacingThePlanet/ 
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From: Samantha Fanshawe <sfanshawe@racingtheplanet.com> 
Date: 29 August 2011 8:37:41 AM AEST 
Cc: Riitta Kristiina Hanninen <rhanninen@racingtheplanet.cotn> 
Subject: Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011: Press Release 

Dear Competitors, 

With less than one week to go until the Kimberley Ultramarathon we are sending you the 
official press release for the event. Please do forward this onto anyone who is interested in 
following the race. If you have any media that is interested in following you and would like 
more information or photos do not hesitate to email me or info@racingtheplanet.cotn. 

See you in Kununurra very soon. 

Regards, 
Riitta and Sam 

PRESS RELEASE 

Government of Western Australia to join forces with the Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 

(23 August 2011, Hong Kong) 

The Western Australian Government, through Tourism Western Australia, has joined forces with 

RacingThePlanet, the company behind the iconic 4 Deserts series, to support the Kimberley Ultramarathon 

2011 with a view to developing the race into a series of ultramarathon events in Western Australia over the next 

few years. The aim of the cooperation is to draw more attention to the outstanding scenery and natural beauty of 

The Kimberley to increase the number of visitors to the area. Eventscorp, a division of Tourism Western 

Australia, will support the event and produce a TV programme about the Kimberley Ultramarathon and The 

Kimberley region. It will be filmed by TV production company Beyond Action and broadcast by some of the 

most prominent TV networks in Australia, Europe, Latin America, Asia and the Middle East. 

Taking place from 2-4 September 2011, the Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 is RacingThePlanet's second event 

in Western Australia, and is part of a series of 100 kilometer single-stage, self-supported, rough-country 

ultramarathons around the world. The Kimberley Ultramarathon course will allow competitors to see places that 

are not accessible for most visitors. Starting outside the host town of Kununurra, the Kimberley Ultramarathon 

includes two different course lengths: 100 kilometers and 50 kilometers. Competitors have the opportunity to 

race through swathes of The Outback, across a variety of terrain that will be an exhilarating test for even the 

most experienced athletes. The course that runs between El Questro and Kununurra will include open grassland, 

rocks, riverbeds, hills, canyons, river-crossings and occasional dust and gravel tracks. 

The competitive field of participants includes international and local athletes. There are 10 countries 

represented, with the majority of competitors from Australia. Participants range in age from 22 to 61. The field 

boasts some very competitive athletes including Taiwanese Chen Yen Po, 24, who came second in the Antarctic 



Ice Marathon 100 in 2010 and holds strong records from various other endurance races; Malaysian Dydimus 

Talaji, 36, the champion of the Sabah Adventure Challenge 2011, South African Hylton Dunn, 31, the 

champion of the Wild Coast Ultra 2011 and the Big 5 Marathon; and Western Australian athletes including 28-

year old Oskar Booth and Katherine Duffield, 25, who have local and international race experience under their 

belts. 

Competitors will have 48 hours to complete the 100 kilometer race, with the frontrunners expected to finish in 

less than 11 hours. Every competitor has to carry a set list of mandatory equipment for their own safety and will 

pass through up to seven checkpoints along the course to successfully complete the race. 

RacingThePlanet's annual roving race, RacingThePlanet: Australia 2010 took place in The Kimberley last year 

and proved to be a huge success. Impressed by the warm welcome of the local residents, RacingThePlanet looks 

forward to the cooperation of the Government of Western Australia as well as the local residents to help make 

the event a must-do on the race calendar. RacingThePlanet will again support the Dawul community school in 

DoonDoon. 

END 

About RacingThePlanet 

RacingThePlanet is a unique category of rough-country footraces staged in remote, culturally 

rich or historically significant locations around the world. Racing self-supported in some of 

the most inhospitable climates and forbidding landscapes, competitors must carry all their 

own equipment and food, are provided only with drinking water and, when necessary, a place 

in a tent at night to rest. RacingThePlanet currently includes the world-renowned 4 Deserts, a 

250 kilometer I 150 mile, multi-day race series comprising of the Gobi March in China, the 

Atacama Crossing in Chile, the Sahara Race in Egypt and The Last Desert in Antarctica, plus 

an annual "roving" event of the same format, RacingThePlanet, staged in a new location each 

year and a 1 00 kilometer single-stage, self-supported, rough-country ultramarathons called 

RacingThePlanet 100. 

About RacingThePlanet 100 

The first RacingThePlanet 100 event was the Taklamakan Ultramarathon in China's Xinjiang 

province in 2010. The Kimberley Ultramarathon is the second RacingThePlanet 100 event. 

As with the 4 Desert events, competitors must carry all their own equipment and food, and 



are only provided with water but are supported by professional medical and operations teams. 

It sees participants compete in some of the most remote, least explored and unique places on 

Earth. Each RacingThePlanet 100 event takes competitors through a variety of terrains, and 

geographies, bringing them into contact with local communities and historical landmarks. 

Open to both teams and individuals, the distance of 100 kilometers and 50 kilometers is raced 

non-stop in a single stage but includes a generous cut-off time of 48 hours. 

For any further information or requests for photos, video footage and competitor 

introductions please contact info@racingtheplanet.com. 

Samantha Fanshawe 
RacingThePlanet, where athletic frontiers begin 
sfanshawe@racingtheplanet.cotn 
www .racingtheplanet. cotn 

4 Deserts 
RacingThePlanet: Nepal 2011, Jordan 2012 
www.4deserts.com 

***RacingThePlanet 100 will feature the Kimberley Ultramarathon in 2011 *** 
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RacingThePianet 100 is a series of self-supported. rough-country, 100 kilometer, 
single--stage footraces which allow participants to compete in some of the most remote, least 
explored and unique places on Earth. Each RacingThePlanet 100 event takes competitors 
through a variety of terrain bringing them into contact with unique geographies, local 
communities and historical landmarks. 

The Klmberley U!tramarathon 2011 is the second RacingThePianet 100 event As with the 4 
Desert events, competitors must carry all their own equipment and food, are only provided 
with water but are supported by professional medical and operations teams. 

Open to both teams and individuals, the distance of 100 kilometers and 50 kilometers is 
raced non~stop in a single stage but includes a generous cut-off time of 48 hours. 

RacingTI1ePianet also operates an online store which is now Asia's largest. The Outdoor 
Store features the world's best outdoor clothing, gear and nutrition products sourced from 

around the world and tested in the most groeling sporting events - RacingTheP/anet and the 
4 Deserts. The store is located in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom and ships to more than 

70 countries worldwide. fn Eng fish, French and Chinese, the store can be found at 
www.racingtheplanet.com/store 
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Competitor List has been removed by the Committee to 
protect competitors’ personal details. 
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Eleinctl.£2" Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 Course Notes 
klmllerloy ultremerethon 

Safety Instructions: 

Following the flags is a compulsory rule. If you get lost, go back to the last flag you saw! At night the glowsticks show you the 
rough direction, follow the track. 

2 Remember to keep drinking water. You have to start with a minimum of 3 litres from every checkpoint. It is safe to drink from 
streams. 

3 If you see people in need of help, try to contact the organization and report their bib number, time and approximate position. 
4 Beware of snakes. Do NOT get close if seen. 
5 Use the right side of the road when crossing the dam bridge, which is after checkpoint 6, near Kununurra. Turn your red 

flashing light on before dark. 
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• 
~' Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 Course Notes 

Elevationjm) Estimated Time 
Altitude 

CutOff 
Distance 

Rating Description of Terrain (m) 

START 
135 

Emma Gorge 

Checl(point 1 
61 

Th•·Gibbi,;River Road 

CheckpOint 2 
127 

Salerno Gorge 

Checkpoint 3 
92 

DoonDoon 

Checkpoint 4 
74 

BoabTree 

Cheokpoint 5 
82 

Sandy Creek 

Checkpoint ·6 
78 

0UI1hartrRlver 

Finish 
Celebrity Tree Park 

47 

~~m~s: I J 
G·eneniJ .>Information 

(km) Fastest Slowest 
Gain Loss 10km/h 3km/h 

12.1 40 100 01:12 04:02 Moderate Dust Road 

Dust road with rocky passages, and one 
11.5 136 63 01:09 03:50 Difficult 

river crossing. 

17.0 162 208 01:42 05:40 
Extremely Difficult for Rocks, high grass, water and spinifix. 

first 5km Some climbs and technical terrain. 

14.2 145 150 01:25 04:44 Difficult 
Rocks and spinifix at the beginning. 

Dust road at the end. 

16.2 63 84 01:37 05:24 Moderate Dust road, some creek cross1ngs. 

14.7 188 176 01:28 04:54 Moderate Dust road, some creek crossings. 

Dust Road, asfalt and bicycle paths near 

14.3 86 106 01:25 04:46 Moderate 
Kununurra. Keep right when crossing 

the dam. The finish line is opposite the 
Pinctada Kimberley Grande Hotel. 

100~0 820 887 09:.58 33:20 

The day time temperature may reach over ss•ct95•F between 12:00-15:00. Protect your body from the sunand·keep hydrating. 

RacmgThePianet Events Limited, 22nd Floor, 148 Wing Lok Street, Sheung Wan. Hong Kong, www.racmgtheplanet.com. 
© 2011 RacingThePianet Limited 
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The next day, Thursday the 1st of Septetnber) 20 I 1, the organisers were holding a 

volunteer training day but as \Ve had organised a cruise of the Ord River I did not attend 

the whole training day. I attended the training day in the morning frotn the start at 

10 :OOarn for about an hour during which we all introduced ourselves to each other and 

outlined our backgrounds but I then left to go on the river cruise. The only official 

infonnation I received at this titne v.ras an Official Cotnpetitor Tnfonnation booklet. 

Upon returning fi·on1 the river cruise the volunteer training and preparation was still in 

its final stages at 7.00pn1. Fr01n all accounts it was quite extensive. 

In the evening on this day there \Vas a cmnpetitors briefing starting at about 8.00pn1 

after the co1npetitors had officially registered. I went along to this and on entering the 

rootn I noticed a white board with a drawn picture of the course \Vith details showing 

different eletnents of the course. 

The cmnpetitors briefing consisted of 41 cotnpetitors and the organisers introduced 

thetnselves and went through all the details of the event, like cut off points, what you 

would be provided V\1ith at checkpoints, a course overvie·w and a very basic 1nap. 

However a tnap was not really required for this event as the course was welltnm·ked 

\Vith pink tape. As all cotnpetitors have to have a back pack these were brought to the 

registration and fully inspected checking that they contained all the cotnpulsory 

equiptuent and required food itetns. 

There were also safety issues addressed part of \Vhich was the requiretnent to have a 

\vhistle, ho\vever I felt that there should have been actual direction as to how) when & 

where to use the whistle should an en1ergency like situation present itself. There were 

four doctors at the briefing and the doctor in charge, Dr Brandee WAITE, addressed the 

cotnpetitors. Each of these doctors would be spread out at various check points along 

the course. There were a nutnber of international con1petitors and the dangers of the 

Australian bush \Vere discussed, 1nainly concentrating on snakes and dehydration) 

however I do not recall any reference to bushfire danger. Other than dehydration which 

was heavily pushed there were no other real danger eletnents addressed. 

The organisers told cotnpetitors that the course would be tnarked ·with pink tape) and 

stressed the fact to follov..r the pink tape throughout the entire course. It was also 

tnentioned that Carlos GARCIA PRIETO the Course Director ·who was to be present 

\Vas actually out retnarking sections of the course where the pink ribbons were believed 

to have been destroyed by previous fires. Other than tny issue \~lith the whistle the 
Statement of BAKER. Andrew Ronald Page 2 of 8 
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rest of the briefing was \¥ell conducted and I an1 sure that each of the cotnpetitors left 

the briefing with a full understanding of what lay ahead of thetn. 

The next tnorning I got up at 3.45 an1 and tnet up \Vith Riitta HANNINEN the event 

tnanager, Lon a local volunteer and Melanie HO another volunteer. I do not knov.r 

Lon's surnmne. We drove to the start line at En1111a Gorge which is about 100 

kilatnetres frotn Kununurra and set up the race starting area with the appropriate stati 

bmmer and other advetiising flags and banners. At about 7.45 atn the cotnpetitors 

sta11ed arriving having being bussed out fi·o1n Kununurra which is actually the finish 

line. They had a short opening ceretnony v·.rhich included about a 5 tninute address to 

the cotnpetitors. 

The follo\ving is a recollection to the best of tny ability as what took place this day. 

The race started just before 8:30. The four of us pulled down the start line banners and 

loaded it into truck \vhich was the car for Checkpoint 7. Vle drove down to 

Checkpoint l, arriving about 5 tninutes before the first con1petitor. We stayed there 

until the first 10 or 15 con1petitors had passed through tllis checkpoint. Lon and 

Melanie stayed at the checkpoint, and we picked up Nathan Dyer a photographer and 

correspondent for the West Australian newspaper. 

From Checkpoint l it was Riitta, Nathan and tnyself in the car. 

We drove along the Gibb River Road to the turn off into Checkpoint 2, stopping evety 

now and again for Nathan to take photos of con1petitors. This is about 6 kilotnetres on 

the Gibb River Road, and it was a finther 6 kilatnetres on four wheel drive tracks into 

Checkpoint 2. Along the Gibb River Road there \Vere a fe\v live fires, slowly 

stnouldering next to the road ho,vever there didn't seetn to be any danger to con1petitors 

as this road in son1e areas is 20 1netres wide. It was at this tin1e that 1 could see smoke 

visible fr01n a nutnber of areas sotne closeby and smne quite a distance away. I wasn't 

overly concerned as I 'vas aware that it is part of the bush envir01unent in the 

Kitnberleys and other bushland in Northern Australia for there to be a nutnber of fires 

for this tin1e of the year. As ,:ve drove along the track I saw on a nmnber of occasions 

that areas of bush had been burnt out on one side of the road and not the other side then 

on others both sides were burnt out. Ivlost of these burnt out areas of bush appeared to 

statement of BAKER, Andrew Ronald Page 3 of 8 
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be have been burnt possibly the day before. We arrived at Checkpoint 2 about half an 

hour or so before the first cotnpetitor. 

Before the first cOJnpetitor arrived the media helicopter landed next to Checkpoint 2. I 

saw people get out of the helicopter who cmne over to us being the checkpoint officials 

and \Vent straight over to Riitta and I overheard so1ne of the conversation. I heard the 

people fron1 the helicopter say to Riitta, "There's a bushfire ahead and it's expected to 

cross the track in about 1 and a half to 2 hours.'' Or \vords to that effect. 

I could see Riitta \Valking around tnaking phone calls and we waited for the first 

competitors to arrive. As they arrived the helicopter took off and followed the first fev,r 

competitors into the gorge. I helped at the checkpoint until Riitta wanted to go which 

\\'as just after Kate ( cotnpetitor 33) arrived at the checkpoint. It this point it was 11.40 

an1, I kno\v this to be accurate as I took a photo of her and the properties of that photo 

sho\:v it to be taken at 11:40 am. I don,t recall any further tnentions of fires at 

Checkpoint 2. 

Riitta, Nathan and myself then drove around to an area kno\vn as The Barrels. We got 

there in titne to see tnaybe the 5th cotnpetitor con1e through. He said the fire was getting 

c!ose to the track. Soon after a group of four came through, including Samantha Gash 

( cotnpetitor 19). They asked if we had any water for thmn as they had virtually used all 

they had (not even half,vay to Checkpoint 3 at The Barrels). Riitta gave then1 access to 

as tnuch water as they needed. They also said the fire \Vas getting close to the track and 

had waited until they were sure the cmnpetitor behind then1 had got through. Certainly 

there was stnoke rising fron1 the direction the cotnpetitors \Vere cotning~ and the sn1oke 

seetned to get thicker as \Ve were there. 

We smv tnaybe 3 111ore cotnpetitors cotne through) saying the san1e thing about the fire 

and also being very hot and running low on water. Riitta decided to leave a nmuber of 

water bottles at The Barrels, and left Nathan there to assist con1petitors. Riitta and 

tnyself drove back to Checkpoint 2. I think \Ve were going back as Riitta ·was 

concerned that the course tnarking ribbons tnay be burnt by the fire. 

We tnet Carlos, the Course Director, driving out ·when we \Vere ahnost back at 

Checkpoint 2. Carlos was worried about the flmnes burning out the bush and burning 

the pink tapes that nlat·ked the track. He said they had sent Lon (a local volunteer who 

Statement of BAKER, Andrew Ronald Page 4 of 8 
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helped \Vith the preparation of the course) into the gorge fi:om Checkpoint 2 \vith a GPS 

to help cotnpetitors get through the gorge if the tapes had been burnt. 

We got back to Checkpoint 2 just before the last cotnpetitor cmne through and the 

checkpoint sheets vviH show what titne that \Vas. There \Vere tnaybe 3 or 4 cmnpetitors 

still at Checkpoint 2, re-hydrating. Riitta had a quick chat to the checkpoint volunteers 

and we took off again, driving back to The Barrels. 

A tnedia car was at The Barrels when we got there. Nathan said the people cmning 

through had largely said the satne thing about the fire in that it \vas getting close to the 

track. He said the n1ost recent cotnpetitor had c01ne through only a few tninutes ago. 

I cannot ren1en1ber if it vvas the first titne or the second titne at The Barrels, but the fire 

roared up one of the hillsides while we \Vere standing there. Pn1 pretty sure Nathan 

took sotne photos of this \vhich would show what titne this was. 

Riitta called the Checkpoint 3 and asked then1 to send the Checkpoint 1 car to The 

Barrels as a pen11anent water point. We picked Nathan up as he had stayed at The 

Barrells when \:Ve were there the first thne. V..' e then drove along the track to 

Checkpoint 3 passing a nutnber of con1petitors along the way. 

We got to Checkpoint 3 just as the group of 4 including Smnantha Gash \\'ere leaving 

(tnaybe soon after 2:00). The tnedia helicopter was on the ground at the checkpoint 

with everyone standing around. 

From here on I was not in the car and did not fully hear the radio tnessages. There 

seetned to be a fevv garbled radio n1essages frmn Andrea or Brenda being the car at The 

Barrels, and I atn not a\vare of what they were. Con1petitors were still cotning through 

Checkpoint 3 for a while. 

Eventually the tnedia helicopter took off at about 2.30 to 3pn1 I believe to investigate 

things. Maybe the report back frotn The Barrels was that no tnore con1petitors \Vere 

con1ing tlu·ough, because I do not believe any more did and I fonn that belief in that no 

c01npetitors arrived at Checkpoint 3 that we had not passed on the track between The 

Barrells and Checkpoint 3. 
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A tnessage catne fron1 the helicopter repot1ing two people unconscious however I didn't 

hear the other details. From here on I tried to avoid listening to the tnessages coming 

through as I kne\v Kate and Hal were still out there and didn't really want to hear any 

details. 

After a little "vhile and a fe,v discussions) Riitta started to drive back to The Barrels with 

Julie BRAHM, the Checkpoint 3 tnedical officer, just as the helicopter returned. She 

stopped and Julie got on the helicopter. Frotn this point I cmnpletely avoided listening 

to radio n1essages. 

Soon after this the gyrocopter flew overhead, and I have heard since they had no 

knowledge at this point of what had happened. Riitta tried to reach then1 on the radio 

but had no luck. 

The race was still going at this titne and just before the helicopter arrived back Carlos 

took off on foot to\vards Checkpoint 4 to put glo'\\7sticks along the course to assist 

cmnpeti tors in the dark. 

Once the helicopter left \:Vith Julie, there \vere only 6 or 7 of us at Checkpoint 3 with 

three cars. Riitta had 2 stay at the checkpoint) 2 go to the finish line, and the rest drive 

back along the track to The Barrels. At about 4: 15pnltnyself and E1nma SAWYER) a 

Checkpoint 3 volunteer~ \vent to Kununurra to set up the finish line. 

At about 7.30 pn1 I becatne aware of a conversation between 111edia representatives and 

subsequently one of then1 advised tne that cotnpetitors had been caught in a fire. It was 

then that I found out vvhat had happened to Kate and other cotnpetitors. One of the 

n1edia representatives had been involved in driving cotnpetitors out fi·on1 The Barrels 

and dropping then1 off at the hospital. 

After tnaking arrangen1ents I \Vent to the Kununurra Hospital and on arriving there Hal 

was walking out the door having been assessed and discharged. He told tne that I would 

not be able to see Kate as she was in a pretty bad way. I took Hal back to our hotel and 

he told 111e \vhat happened. He took about 20 tninutes to telltne "'hat happened in the 

tnost graphic details that I have ever heard before. Not going in to extensive detail it 

consisted of ho\v he and Kate got caught in the fire and ho'v they tried to get out or out 

run it. They had tnet ·up with 3 others cmning back \vho stayed with then1 also trying to 

outrun the fire. Aftel' the fire had gone through they further 1net up 'Nith another 3 and 

then I believe another 2. The last 2 took everyone, s natne and set off to 'valk back to 
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Checkpoint 2. The other 8 stayed where they \vere to a\vait help. Although the two 

girls Kate and Turia PITT \Vere seriously injured they retnained conscious the whole 

titne. 

After Hal cleaned hitnself up we \Vent to the n1ain hotel where everyone \Vas gathering 

and \Ve had a n1eal which was provided by the hotel. I think it was this titne that I 

found out that the race had actually been cancelled. The con1petitors \Vere arriving at 

different times and I think the last ones actuaiJy cmne in at around tnidnight. One of 

the organisers was letting everyone kno\v that there was going to be a debrief in the 

tnorning. 

At 10.00 atn the next tnorning, being Saturday~ 3rd September, 2011~ a debrief was 

conducted at the n1ain hotel where they n1ade a staten1ent \Vhich we \vere told \vas 

exactly what \Vas going to appear on the \Vebsite about a half later after the debrief. The 

debrief was conducted by San1 FANSHAWE and she appeared to be referring to a sheet 

of paper. 

The debrief covered what the organisers had done leading up to the event, including 

having spoken to the lando\vners and the people leasing the land. I recall her saying 

that after speaking to these people they actually had to change the course but I can't 

recaH \vhy. They covered \Vhat they did on race day and the steps taken with the onset 

of the fires, the evacuation of the injured and the assistance given. I also found out that 

the race had been cancelled at 6.00ptn. They then asked if there were any questions to 

which a fe\:v people responded with the n1ain issues directed to\:vards those that \Vere 

injured, \:vhat further assistance \vas required or the need to provide financial assistance. 

The organisers then said that should anyone \Vish to tneet in private to express their 

feelings or criticisn1s that hey would be happy to do so that day. They also said that 

they wanted to speak to everyone involved to put together an accurate tin1eline however 

I spent nearly the whole day \Vith the uninjured survivors, including Hal, who had been 

caught up in the fire. On this day not one of these survivors was approached or 

intervie\:ved by any of the organisers. 

The co1nn1unications on race day in tny opinion was poor in that I believe Riitta had a 

satellite phone, and she tried to use this a tnnnber of tilnes. While I was driving her 
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around I did not see the sateUite phone vvork 'veil enough to provide cotntnunication 

frotn Riitta to any checkpoint. When we were driving back to Checkpoint 2 fron1 The 

Barrells we tnet the Checkpoint 1 car and Carlos> car driving out. It was decided \vith 

both of these that they would use Chatmel 1 0 on the CB 's in the cars to conununicate. I 

don't kno\v if this decision was tnade on the fly or ifthis 'vas a backup plan. This 

seemed to 'vork better~ although cotmnunication fron1 Checkpoint 3 to The Barrels still 

see1ned to be dodgy at best. 

About 3 or 4 days ago I received an en1ail frotn Riitta, the Event Manager, in which she 

expressed her concern and asked how I was. This is the only contact I have had with 

the organisers following the debrief. 

(Andrew Ronald BAKER) 

Statetnent taken and signature vvitnessed by 111e 
at 5:05PM on 17/09/2011 at Box Hill 

H. VAN ROSSUfvf 
Sergeant 2020 1 

I hereby ackno\vledge that this statetnent is true and correct and I tnake it in the belief 
that a person tnaking a false staten1ent in the circmnstances is liable to the penalties of 
pe1jury. 

(Andre\:v Ronald BAKER) 

Acknowledgtnent tnade and signature \Vitnessed by tne 
at 5:05 Piv1 on 17/09/2011 at Box Hill 

H. VAN ROSSUM 
Sergeant 20201 
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Kimberley Ultramarathon 2011 
Statement of Facts by RacingThePianet Events Limited ("RacingThePianet") 

Concept of the Event 
RacingThePianet was established in 2002 and has subsequently organized 32 ultra marathon 
events in remote locations around the world. 

Each year, the 4 Deserts series of 7 -day, 250 kilometer footraces takes place in the Gobi 
Desert in China, the Atacama Desert in Chile, and the Sahara Desert in Egypt, with a race in 
Antarctica every two years. In addition, RacingThePianet holds a "roving race" each year in a 
different location. Previous locations included Vietnam, Namibia and Nepal, with events 
planned for Jordan and Iceland in 2012 and 2013 respectively. In 2010, the roving race was 
held in the Kimberley in Australia; approximately 200 participants from nearly 40 countries 
participated. In total some 4,000 people have participated in RacingThePianet events to date. 

In 2010 RacingThePianet initiated a 100 kilometer format in the Taklamakan Desert in China. 
Given the enthusiastic response to the 2010 Kimberley race, RacingThePianet decided to hold 
a 100 kilometer nonstop endurance race in the Kimberley in 2011. The concept was to 
establish this 1 00 kilometer race as a regular annual event with the hope that management 
could be passed to a local team while RacingThePianet used its international connections to 
attract international media coverage and international visitors to the Kimberley. 

It has always been part of the RacingThePianet ethos to support the local communities where 
its races are held. RacingThePianet has sponsored, for instance, Operation Smile missions in 
Kashgar, China, Cairo, Egypt and Lao Cai, Vietnam and has donated equipment to local 
schools. During the 2010 event in the Kimberley, RacingThePianet engaged with the students 
at the local Dawul School (an Aboriginal school in Doon Doon) providing running shoes, ski 
caps and flip videos and encouraging students to connect with international participants and 
learn about other countries by following the races. 

While the 2010 Kimberley event was entirely funded by RacingThePianet, WA Tourism agreed 
to sponsor the 2011 event by funding a film and providing support to journalists for the purpose 
of promoting the Kimberley. 

Planning the Event 
Prior to the 2010 event, international staff from RacingThePianet spent many weeks in the 
Kimberley on several visits to plan the course, the logistics and the safety procedures for the 
race. RacingThePianet worked with John Storey, a local farmer, who had been referred to 
RacingThePianet by WA Eventscorp, and a local logistics organizer. During the race, in 
addition to RacingThePianet's international staff and volunteers, a number of local Kununurra 
residents participated as volunteers, helping with the course and checkpoints . 

The experience of the 201 0 race was a solid foundation for planning the 1 00 kilometer race in 
2011. RacingThePianet used the same course director and the same medical director, and the 



course itself was significantly based on the 2010 course. In particular, the route through the 
Tier Gorge, where competitors were injured, was the same course in reverse that was used in 
the 2010 race. 

The 2011 course was specifically designed to ensure that no participants would be in any off
road section during the dark. Approximately 90 percent of the course was therefore on road or 
4x4 dirt tracks. 

Staffing of the event included the following: 

• RacingThePianet events team (3 in Australia plus 1 on standby in Hong Kong) 

• Course Director 

• A doctor who was the Medical Director plus 3 other doctors 

• 9 international volunteers (all English-speaking) 

• 5 volunteers from the Kununurra area 

Approvals and Notifications 
Prior to the event, RacingThePianet notified a wide range of local authorities and received the 
necessary approvals. The following bodies were notified prior to the event: 

• FESA in Kununurra 

• Kununurra Police 

• Perth Police Department 

• DEC in Kununurra 

• Heliworks 

• Kununurra Visitor Centre 

• Kununurra Hospital 

• The Shire President 

• W A Eventscorp 

• WA Tourism 

• Department of Health (WA) in Perth who in turn notified the Royal Flying Doctor Service 
and the Manager State Ambulance Officer 

• The owners of the land which the course went through 



At no stage did any Government body or individual suggest that the grass fires which are 
common in the Kimberley could pose any risk. In fact, there was another locally organized 
adventure race staged in the Kimberley the following month. 

Sponsorship of the Race 
The RacingThePianet event in 2010 in the Kimberley received no outside funding. For the 2011 
race, a sponsorship agreement was entered into with WA Eventscorp, in order to promote the 
Kimberley internationally. Two days after the event, however, RacingThePianet sent an email 
to Eventscorp declining to receive any money and suggesting that it should go instead towards 
education of fire risk in the Kimberley. This seemed particularly pertinent as, in addition to the 
competitors, staff and volunteers, there were tourists in areas of the course subsequently burnt 
by fire. 

Risk Management and Safety 
A. Medical 
RacingThePianet brought in four members of its international medical team who had all worked 
at previous RacingThePianet events and were trained in wilderness medicine. This team 
included a Canadian doctor based in Townsville, Queensland, who was trained in helicopter 
rescue. These medical personnel were given special approval by WA Health. 

With just 40 participants in the race, RacingThePianet had 1 medical doctor for each 1 0 
participants. 

In addition, RacingThePianet contracted Medex, to provide a Medical Contingency Plan and to 
advise on appropriate hospitalization procedures in the event of an injury. 

B. Communications 
Communications equipment was: (a) mobile phones and blackberries for areas close to 
Kununurra, (b) short wave radios for close communication around checkpoints, and (c) satellite 
phones and BGANs (satellite phones and remote broadband internet) for long distance 
communication and emergency calls. In addition, RacingThePianet had backup power supplies 
for all communications equipment. All communications equipment was tested, and indeed it 
was the satellite phones that were used to make the emergency calls during the fire. 

C. Evacuation Procedures 
As part of WA Eventscorp's sponsorship, a helicopter was chartered from Heliworks to provide 
transport for the media team. It was agreed with Heliworks prior to the race that this helicopter 
was designated as the first responder in the case of any emergency. As mentioned previously, 
90 percent of the course was accessible by 4x4 vehicle and both Kununurra Hospital and the 
Royal Flying Doctors' Service had been advised of the race in advance. 



Knowledge of the Tier Range fire before the Race 

RacingThePianet was not warned of the risk that fires pose to people in the Kimberley area at 
that time of the year by anyone despite engaging, prior to the Kimberley Ultramarathon, with the 
above local people, owners of the land which the Kimberley Ultra marathon course passed over 
and local government authorities. 

RacingThePianet understands that the fire likely started somewhere in the vicinity of Wuggubun 
Community (about 12.5 km to the southeast of the Tier Range incident site) on 28 or 29 August 
2011. It is not clear how the fire started. This understanding of where the fire started is based 
on sentinel hotspot data provided by the Northern Australian Fire Information website 
(www.firenorth.org.au), and information released by the Fire and Emergency Services Authority 
of Western Australia and the Western Australian Department of Environment and Conservation 
under the Freedom of Information Act. 

Racing The Planet was not notified about the fire which started somewhere in the vicinity of the 
Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011 by anyone, including any local people, 
landowners, occupiers of the land or government authorities. 

RacingThePianet was monitoring areas on and around the course of the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon in the days leading up to the race on 2 September 2011 and did not see the fire 
which started in the vicinity of the Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011. As such, 
RacingThePianet Events Limited was not aware of the fire that started in the vicinity of the 
Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011 in the days leading up to the race on 2 
September 2011. 

Progress of the Race 
Competitors left the hotel in Kununurra by bus to the start line at Emma Gorge on the 
El Questro Station at 7:00 am. John Storey officially started the race at 8:30 am. 

RacingThePianet only became aware that a fire was near the northern part of the Tier Range at 
about 1 pm on 2 September 2011 when the fire became visible to RacingThePianet Events 
Limited staff and volunteers who were stationed at various points on the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon course. 

Racing The Planet only became aware that the fire had changed direction, passed onto the 
course and entered the Tier Range gorge and potentially trapped race participants at about or 
shortly after 2 pm. By that time the fire had burnt into the Tier Range gorge and it was too late 
to take steps to prevent the competitors in the Tier Range gorge from being in its vicinity. 

When RacingThePianet became aware that competitors had been trapped by the fire it took 
immediate steps to contact Emergency Services by satellite phone on 000 at 14:02:54. After a 
number of calls to Emergency Services, and sometime later, an ambulance was dispatched by 
Emergency Services to assist. For reasons unknown to RacingThePianet fire services were not 
dispatched by Emergency Services, and police services from Wyndham only arrived when the 
rescue operations were almost complete. 

While waiting for the assistance of Emergency Services, Racing The Planet took all steps it could 
to assist and evacuate the injured competitors. 



RacingThePianet called the Heliworks helicopter that was in the area filming the event - and had 
been designated the first responder in case of emergency- which flew over the Tier Range 
gorge to assess the situation and reported likely serious injuries to two competitors. This 
helicopter then picked up a RacingThePianet doctor who, as the helicopter was unable to land, 
jumped to the ledge where the two injured competitors were located (the RacingThePianet 
medical doctor was the first medic on location). RacingThePianet called a second helicopter in 
from Heliworks, and the pilot, Paul Cripps, picked up two of the injured competitors, Turia Pitt 
and Kate Sanderson. They were flown to and checked into the Kununurra Hospital at 5.46 pm. 

After the Event 
In the two days following the bushfire, RacingThePianet staff provided statements to Kununurra 
Police. Only when the Kununurra Police confirmed that they were no longer needed did they 
return to their home bases. 

Mary Gadams, Founder of RacingThePianet, who participated as a racer in the event and was 
one of the five who suffered injuries, returned to Hong Kong to have her burns treated there. 

The medical director for the race remained in contact with the families of Turia Pitt and Kate 
Sanderson and with the others injured to the extent that they wished to be in touch. 

Two weeks after the race, Mary Gadams returned to Australia in case the families of the injured 
wished to meet. She also visited Kununurra to thank those involved in the evacuation 
procedure, in particular the helicopter pilot, Paul Cripps, who did a magnificent job in the 
evacuation. 

Since that time, Mary Gadams has been in contact with I an Sanderson, the brother of Kate 
Sanderson, and they met in Hong Kong on 5 January 2012. Mary Gadams has also offered to 
meet with the family of Turia Pitt. Mary Gadams remains available to meet with the families at 
any time. 



RacingThePianet's responses to questions from the ABC 

1. Can you outline what knowledge your company had of fires burning in the area for the 
Kimberley Ultra marathon, and your understanding of how/if they would affect competitors 

RacingThePianet Events Limited (RacingThePianet) was not warned of the risk that fires pose to 
people in the Kimberley area at that time of the year by anyone despite engaging, prior to the 
Kimberley Ultramarathon, with a number of local people, owners of the land which the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon course passed over and local government authorities. 

RacingThePianet understands that the fire likely started somewhere in the vicinity of the Wuggubun 
Community (about 12.5 km to the southeast of the Tier Range incident site) on 28 or 29 August 
2011. It is not clear how the fire started. This understanding of where the fire started is based on 
sentinel hotspot data provided by the Northern Australian Fire Information website 
(www.firenorth.orq.au), and information released by the Fire and Emergency Services Authority of 
Western Australia and the Western Australian Department of Environment and Conservation under 
the Freedom of Information Act. 

RacingThePianet was not notified about the fire which started somewhere in the vicinity of the 
Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011 by anyone, including any local people, 
landowners, occupiers of the land or government authorities. 

RacingThePianet was monitoring areas on and around the course of the Kimberley Ultramarathon 
in the days leading up to the race on 2 September 2011 and did not see the fire which started in 
the vicinity of the Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011. As such, RacingThePianet 
Events Limited was not aware of the fire that started in the vicinity of the Wuggubun Community on 
28 or 29 August 2011 in the days leading up to the race on 2 September 2011. 

It is also worth noting that Bureau of Meteorology records indicate that fire weather forecasts for 
Kununurra predicted decreasing levels of fire danger between 28 August and 2 September 2011, 
with the Grassland Fire Danger Rating falling from 'High' on 28 August 2011 to 'Low- Moderate' on 
2 September 2011 -which is the lowest fire danger rating scale. 

2. Why did it take an estimated 3-4 hours for helicopters to evacuate Kate Sanderson and Turia 
Pitt? 

When RacingThePianet became aware that a fire had passed onto the course of the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon, entered the Tier Range gorge, and potentially trapped race participants, it took 
immediate steps to contact Emergency Services by satellite phone on 000 at 14:02:54. After a 
number of calls to Emergency Services, and sometime later, an ambulance was dispatched by 
Emergency Services to assist. For reasons unknown to RacingThePianet fire services were not 
dispatched by Emergency Services, and police services from Wyndham only arrived when the 
rescue operations were almost complete. 

While waiting for the assistance of Emergency Services, RacingThePianet took all steps it could to 
assist and evacuate the injured competitors. RacingThePianet called the Heliworks helicopter that 
was in the area filming the event- and had been designated the first responder in case of 
emergency - which flew over the Tier Range gorge to assess the situation and reported likely 
serious injuries to two competitors. This helicopter then picked up a RacingThePianet doctor who, 
because the helicopter was unable to land where the competitors were because of the difficult 
terrain, jumped to the ledge where the two injured competitors were located (the RacingThePianet 
medical doctor was the first medic on location). RacingThePianet called a second helicopter in 
from Heliworks, and the pilot, Paul Cripps, was able to pick up two of the injured competitors, Turia 
Pitt and Kate Sanderson. They were flown to and checked into the Kununurra Hospital at 5.46 pm. 

3. Do you believe your company is culpable for the injuries suffered on September 2nd? 

No. RacingThePianet denies that it is responsible for the injuries that occurred on 2 September 
2011. 
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4. How much financial/other assistance did you receive from the Western Australia government 
regarding the Kimberley ultra-marathon? 

None. A sponsorship agreement was entered into with WA Eventscorp, in order to promote the 
Kimberley internationally. However, two days after the event RacingThePianet sent an email to 
Eventscorp declining to receive any money and suggesting that it should go instead towards 
education of fire risk in the Kimberley. 

5. Do you believe any agency/person is to blame for what went wrong? 

RacingThePianet does not wish to comment in relation to this question. 

However, it is disappointing that the investigation conducted by FESA was unable to determine the 
cause of the fire which started somewhere in the vicinity of the Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 
August 2011. 

RacingThePianet is also disappointed and deeply concerned that despite the fact that the fire 
started on 29 August in and around an area that is heavily visited by tourists, it appears that it had 
not been reported to authorities, nor does it appear that FESA was aware of the fire or monitoring 
or controlling it. 

If FESA or other government authorities were aware of the fire, this is particularly disturbing to 
RacingThePianet given that RacingThePianet had notified the authorities listed below of the event, 
there were other tourists in the area and neither FESA or any of the other government authorities in 
the below list informed RacingThePianet of the fire or the risk of fire in the Kimberley area generally 
- including any risk they pose to people: 

• FESA in Kununurra 

• Kununurra Police 

• Perth Police Department 

• DEC in Kununurra 

• Heliworks 

• Kununurra Visitor Centre 

• Kununurra Hospital 

• The Shire President 

• WA Eventscorp 

• WA Tourism 

• Department of Health (WA) in Perth who in turn notified the Royal Flying Doctor Service 
and the Manager State Ambulance Officer 

• The owners of the land which the course went through 

As set out in answer to question 4, when RacingThePianet became aware that a fire had passed 
onto the course of the Kimberley Ultramarathon, entered the Tier Range gorge, and potentially 
trapped race participants, it took immediate steps to contact Emergency Services by satellite phone 
on 000 at 14:02:54. After a number of calls to Emergency Services, and sometime later, an 
ambulance was dispatched by Emergency Services to assist. For reasons unknown to 
RacingThePianet fire services were not dispatched by Emergency Services, and police services 
from Wyndham only arrived when the rescue operations were almost complete. 
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While waiting for the assistance of Emergency Services, RacingThePianet took all steps it could to 
assist and evacuate the injured competitors. RacingThePianet called the Heliworks helicopter that 
was in the area filming the event - and had been designated the first responder in case of 
emergency - which flew over the Tier Range gorge to assess the situation and reported likely 
serious injuries to two competitors. This helicopter then picked up a RacingThePianet doctor who, 
because the helicopter was unable to land where the competitors were because of the difficult 
terrain, jumped to the ledge where the two injured competitors were located (the RacingThePianet 
medical doctor was the first medic on location). RacingThePianet called a second helicopter in 
from Heliworks, and the pilot, Paul Cripps, was able to pick up two of the injured competitors, Turia 
Pitt and Kate Sanderson. They were flown to and checked into the Kununurra Hospital at 5.46 pm. 

6. Do you/does your company accept responsibility? 

No. RacingThePianet denies that it is responsible for the injuries that occurred on 2 September 
2011. 

7. Do you believe an independent inquiry is needed into what went wrong that day? 

It is a matter for the WA Government to determine whether an inquiry is needed into the role of the 
state government and its agencies in relation to the event, their management of fires in the 
Kimberley and protecting members of the public from fires in the Kimberley. RacingThePianet is 
of the view that such a matter would need to be determined in the light of the fact that in addition to 
the Kimberley Ultramarathon competitors, there were many tourists in and around the course on 
the days before the race and the day of the race. 

RacingThePianet shares the view expressed by the Deputy Premier, Dr Hames, that a Government 
Inquiry in relation to Racing The Planet is inappropriate given that the Kimberley Ultra marathon was 
a private event run by a private company on private property. 

RacingThePianet has offered on more than one occasion to meet with Kate Sanderson, Turia Pitt 
and their families and to answer questions. RacingThePianet remains willing to do so. 

8. Would you participate in an independent inquiry? 

RacingThePianet will make that decision if and when an inquiry is established and the terms of 
reference are known. 

As stated in answer to question 7, RacingThePianet shares the view expressed by the Deputy 
Premier, Dr Hames, that a Government Inquiry in relation to RacingThePianet is inappropriate 
given that the Kimberley Ultramarathon was a private event run by a private company on private 
property. 

RacingThePianet has offered on more than one occasion to meet with Kate Sanderson, Turia Pitt 
and their families and to answer questions. RacingThePianet remains willing to do so. 

9. Did you, as reported, leave Australia shortly after the race, and if so, why? 

In the two days following the bushfire, RacingThePianet staff provided statements to Kununurra 
Police. Only when the Kununurra Police confirmed that they were no longer needed did they return 
to their home bases. Mary Gadams, Founder of RacingThePianet, who participated as a racer in 
the event and was one of the five who suffered injuries, returned to Hong Kong to have her burns 
treated there. 

The medical director for the race remained in contact with the families of Turia Pitt and Kate 
Sanderson and with the others injured to the extent that they wished to be in touch. 
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Two weeks after the race, Mary Gadams returned to Australia in case the families of the injured 
wished to meet. She also visited Kununurra to thank those involved in the evacuation procedure, 
in particular the helicopter pilot, Paul Cripps, who did a magnificent job in the evacuation. 

Since that time, Mary Gadams has sought to make contact with Kate Sanderson and Turia Pitt and 
met with lan Sanderson, the brother of Kate Sanderson, in Hong Kong on 5 January 2012 for about 
2 % hours. Mary Gadams has also offered to meet with the family of Turia Pitt. Mary Gadams 
remains available to meet with the families at any time. 

10. Is your company qualified to stage high risk events, given the death of an Australian in your 
Gobi desert race in China, and the extensive injuries suffered by competitors in the Kimberley 
event? 

Yes, RacingThePianet is one of the most highly regarded event organisers in the world. 
RacingThePianet was established in 2002 and has subsequently organised 32 ultramarathon 
events in remote locations around the world. RacingThePianet is welcomed, encouraged and 
assisted by all the governments in the locations where its races are held. 

Each year, the 4 Deserts series of 7 -day, 250 kilometre footraces takes place in the Gobi Desert in 
China, the Atacama Desert in Chile, and the Sahara Desert in Egypt, with a race in Antarctica 
every two years. In addition, RacingThePianet holds a "roving race" each year in a different 
location. Previous locations included Vietnam, Namibia and Nepal, with events planned for Jordan 
and Iceland in 2012 and 2013 respectively. In 2010, the roving race was held in the Kimberley in 
Australia; approximately 200 participants from nearly 40 countries participated. In total some 4,000 
people have participated in RacingThePianet events to date. 

Prior to each event RacingThePianet staff spend a significant amount of time working with local 
experts at the race location planning and preparing for the event. This includes planning the 
course, the logistics, risk management and safety procedures for the race. On the day of each 
race RacingThePianet ensures that a team of staff and medical doctorsare on the course to run the 
event and provide medical and logistical support to competitors;appropriate communications 
equipment and protocols; vehicles for logistical support; and an evacuation plan in case there is an 
emergency. 

Concept of the Kimberley Ultramarathon Event 

In 2010 RacingThePianet initiated a 100 kilometre format in the Taklamakan Desert in China. 
Given the enthusiastic response to the 2010 Kimberley race, RacingThePianet decided to hold a 
100 kilometre nonstop endurance race in the Kimberley in 2011. The concept was to establish this 
100 kilometre race as a regular annual event with the hope that management could be passed to a 
local team while RacingThePianet used its international connections to attract international media 
coverage and international visitors to the Kimberley. 

It has always been part of the RacingThePianet ethos to support the local communities where its 
races are held. RacingThePianet has sponsored, for instance, Operation Smile missions in 
Kashgar, China, Cairo, Egypt and Lao Cai, Vietnam and has donated equipment to local schools. 
During the 2010 event in the Kimberley, RacingThePianet engaged with the students at the local 
Dawul School (an Aboriginal school in Doon Doon) providing running shoes, ski caps and flip 
videos and encouraging students to connect with international participants and learn about other 
countries by following the races. 

While the 2010 Kimberley event was entirely funded by RacingThePianet, WA Tourism agreed to 
sponsor the 2011 event by funding a film and providing support to journalists for the purpose of 
promoting the Kimberley. 
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Planning the Event 

Prior to the 2010 event, international staff from RacingThePianet spent many weeks in the 
Kimberley on several visits to plan the course, the logistics and the safety procedures for the race. 
RacingThePianet worked with John Storey, a local farmer, who had been referred to 
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RacingThePianet by WA Eventscorp, and a local logistics organiser. During the race, in addition to 
RacingThePianet's international staff and volunteers, a number of local Kununurra residents 
participated as volunteers, helping with the course and checkpoints . 

The experience of the 2010 race was a solid foundation for planning the 100 kilometre race in 
2011. RacingThePianet used the same course director and the same medical director, and the 
course itself was significantly based on the 2010 course. In particular, the route through the Tier 
Gorge, where competitors were injured, was the same course in reverse that was used in the 2010 
race. 

The 2011 course was specifically designed to ensure that no participants would be in any off-road 
section during the dark. Approximately 90 percent of the course was therefore on road or 4x4 dirt 
tracks. 

Staffing of the event included the following: 

• RacingThePianet events team (3 in Australia plus 1 on standby in Hong Kong) 

• Course Director 

• A doctor who was the Medical Director plus 3 other doctors 

• 9 international volunteers (all English-speaking) 

• 5 volunteers from the Kununurra area 

Approvals and Notifications 

Prior to the event, RacingThePianet notified a wide range of local authorities and received the 
necessary approvals. The following bodies were notified prior to the event: 

• FESA in Kununurra 

• Kununurra Police 

• Perth Police Department 

• DEC in Kununurra 

• Heliworks 

• Kununurra Visitor Centre 

• Kununurra Hospital 

• The Shire President 

• WA Eventscorp 

• WA Tourism 

• Department of Health (WA) in Perth who in turn notified the Royal Flying Doctor Service 
and the Manager State Ambulance Officer 

• The owners of the land which the course went through 
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At no stage did any Government body or individual suggest that the grass fires which are common 
in the Kimberley could pose any risk. In fact, there was another locally organised adventure race 
staged in the Kimberley the following month. 

Risk Management and Safety 

A. Medical 
RacingThePianet brought in four members of its international medical team who had all worked at 
previous RacingThePianet events and were trained in wilderness medicine. This team included a 
Canadian doctor based in Townsville, Queensland, who was trained in helicopter rescue. These 
medical personnel were given special approval by WA Health. 

With just 40 participants in the race, RacingThePianet had 1 medical doctor for each 10 
participants. 

In addition, RacingThePianet contracted Medex, to provide a Medical Contingency Plan and to 
advise on appropriate hospitalisation procedures in the event of an injury. 

B. Communications 
Communications equipment RacingThePianet used during the Kimberley Ultramarathon was: (a) 
mobile phones and blackberries for areas close to Kununurra, (b) short wave radios for close 
communication around checkpoints, and (c) satellite phones and BGANs (satellite phones and 
remote broadband internet) for long distance communication and emergency calls. In addition, 
RacingThePianet had backup power supplies for all communications equipment. All 
communications equipment was tested, and indeed it was the satellite phones that were used to 
make the emergency calls during the fire. 

C. Evacuation Procedures 
As part of WA Eventscorp's sponsorship, a helicopter was chartered from Heliworks to provide 
transport for the media team. It was agreed with Heliworks prior to the race that this helicopter was 
designated as the first responder in the case of any emergency. As mentioned previously, 90 
percent of the course was accessible by 4x4 vehicle and both Kununurra Hospital and the Royal 
Flying Doctors' Service had been advised of the race in advance. 
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Since the Kimberley Ultramarathon in September 2011, there has been extensive media 
commentary regarding the fire which seriously injured two competitors, Turia Pitt and Kate 
Sanderson. 

RacingThePianet Events Limited (RacingThePianet) was not warned of the risk that fires pose 
to people in the Kimberley area at that time of the year by anyone despite engaging, prior to the 
Kimberley Ultramarathon, with a number of local people, owners of the land which the 
Kimberley Ultra marathon course passed over and local government authorities. 

RacingThePianet understands that the fire likely started somewhere in the vicinity of the 
Wuggubun Community (about 12.5 km to the southeast of the Tier Range incident site) on 28 or 
29 August 2011. It is not clear how the fire started. This understanding of where the fire started 
is based on sentinel hotspot data provided by the Northern Australian Fire Information website 
(www.firenorth.org.au), and information released by the Fire and Emergency Services Authority 
of Western Australia and the Western Australian Department of Environment and Conservation 
under the Freedom of Information Act. 

RacingThePianet was not notified about the fire which started somewhere in the vicinity of the 
Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011 by anyone, including any local people, 
landowners, occupiers of the land or government authorities. 

RacingThePianet was monitoring areas on and around the course of the Kimberley 
Ultramarathon in the days leading up to the race on 2 September 2011 and did not see the fire 
which started in the vicinity of the Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011. As such, 
RacingThePianet Events Limited was not aware of the fire that started in the vicinity of the 
Wuggubun Community on 28 or 29 August 2011 in the days leading up to the race on 
2 September 2011 . 

Bureau of Meteorology records indicate that fire weather forecasts for Kununurra predicted 
decreasing levels of fire danger between 28 August and 2 September 2011, with the Grassland 
Fire Danger Rating falling from 'High' on 28 August 2011 to 'Low- Moderate' on 2 September 
2011. 

RacingThePianet only became aware that a fire was near the northern part of the Tier Range at 
about 1 pm on 2 September 2011 when the fire became visible to RacingThePianet staff and 
volunteers who were stationed at various points on the Kimberley Ultramarathon course. 
RacingThePianet only became aware that the fire had changed direction, passed onto the 
course and entered the Tier Range gorge and potentially trapped race participants at about or 
shortly after 2 pm. By that time the fire had burnt into the Tier Range gorge and it was too late 
to take steps to prevent the competitors in the Tier Range gorge from being in its vicinity. 

When RacingThePianet became aware that competitors had been trapped by the fire it took 
immediate steps to contact Emergency Services by satellite phone on 000 at 14:02:54. After a 
number of calls to Emergency Services, and sometime later, an ambulance was dispatched by 
Emergency Services to assist. For reasons unknown to RacingThePianet fire services were not 
dispatched by Emergency Services, and police services from Wyndham only arrived when the 
rescue operations were almost complete. 



While waiting for the assistance of Emergency Services, RacingThePianet took all steps it could 
to assist and evacuate the injured competitors. RacingThePianet called the Heliworks 
helicopter that was in the area filming the event- and had been designated the first responder in 
case of emergency - which flew over the Tier Range gorge to assess the situation and reported 
likely serious injuries to two competitors. This helicopter then picked up a RacingThePianet 
doctor who, as the helicopter was unable to land, jumped to the ledge where the two injured 
competitors were located (the RacingThePianet medical doctor was the first medic on location). 
RacingThePianet called a second helicopter in from Heliworks, and the pilot, Paul Cripps, 
picked up two of the injured competitors, Turia Pitt and Kate Sanderson. They were flown to 
and checked into the Kununurra Hospital at 5.46 pm. 

RacingThePianet has received a number of requests for information and has therefore prepared 
the attached statement of facts rather than randomly responding to queries. This statement is 
intended to correct various inaccuracies that have been published regarding this incident. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Gadams 
Founder 
Racing The Planet 


